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Black studies gets scrutiny, rally
Environment
for blacks
focus of study

Group faults
cuts in BAS,
honors King

By Curtis Winston

By Antoinette Hayes

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

A University task force will
review the possibility of
returninr a Black American
Studies course to the general
education curriculum, an
official said.
The task force, which will
focus on the role of BAS, also
will examine the educational
environment for blacks at the
University, Seymour Bryson,
dean of the College of Human
Resources, said. Bryson also is
chairman of a task force
studying education environment for blacks in
Carbondale
elementary
schools.
"The (University) review is
part of the president's (John C.
Guyon's) desire to strengthen
the minority presence on
campus." Bryson said. The
task force will include
members from all sectors of
the University community, he
said.
Two BAS courses were cut
from the general education John Denson, freshman In .'ectr'ca'
the Free Forum Area Monday to protest cuts
curriculum in 1985, along with
In the Black American Studies program.
62 other courses. While the engineering, addresses a crowd ga~~ered
courses were a part of the GEBand GE-C curriculum, class
sizes averaged about 150
students per semester. Since
the courses were returned to
the BAS curriculum, class
sizes have been significantly
lower, Bryson said.
Bryson said he hopes to have
the BAS review finished by the
end of the next academic year. By John Baldwin
provide "pre-service and in- dean of the Graduate School,
In the meantinle, Bryson Staff Writer
service training programs for said tile respoose from the
said BAS will be -..dvertising
The Graduate Council will their Graduate Teaching teaching assistants in the
for a tempOl ~ry visiting
professor to fill the position of vote Thursday on a resolution Assistants." The resolution survey wasn't a criticism· of
former BAS faculty member to include undergraduates 1lIld doesn't require that the the training they were
Maria Mootry, an assistant alumni among those who fill !.~~~~.'programs be receiving.
out 9uestionnaires to rate the
"It's simply saying that·
quality of teaching assistants.
See FORCE, Page 5
A survey last fan of there may be more that may
The Graduate Council meets departments showed that 35 be done" she said. "Whatever
at 8 a.m. in the Student Center departments provide struc- they <u:aching assistants) are
Gus Bode
Mississippi Room.
tured training programs and getting now from their
In a survey conducted in 20 do not.
departments, they feel they
Spring of 1987, 52 percent of
could use more structured
Donald John Stucky, of tile training," she said.
teaching assistants said they
Graduate
Council,
said
he
could have used more strucCarrell said including untured training, such as a wouldn't want to institute a
course in teaching methods, to requirement for structur¢ dergraduates and alumni
prepare them for teaching training because some "would give these other groups
departments that do not some input into the departcourses.
provide such training received mental review process."
Gus says the University never
The Graduate Council favorable responses in the
The Graduate Council aJso
appoints a task force until it's passed a resolution in 1983 that survey of teaching assistants.
will discuss the summer
requires departments to
taken to task.
session
budget at the meeting.
Patricia Carrell, associate

.I"

Graduate Council to vote
on teaching survey changes

This Moming

DeLeuw, Catller and Co.,
would examine how options
The City Council will decide like building underpasses and
whethu to spend as much as overpasses would work for the
$30,000 to explore options to its city and any consequencp.s
Railroad Relocation Project at those options to the ditch may
7 tonight in the City Council trigger, Dixon said. It would
Chambers.
then write a design study,
J" tile city opts to explore which is one step short of
options, it would pay the designing a new project, Dixon
project's current consulting said.
firm between $25,000 and
Rep. Kenneth Gray, D-West
$30,000 for a supplemental Frankfort, has urged city
agreement, City Manager Bill officials to look at less costly
Dixon said. About 95 percent of options to the $67 million plan,
the costs would be federally which would sink the Illinois
funded, Dixon added.
Central GuH railroad tracks
The consulting firm, runniI..g through the city about
Staff Writer

Black American
Studies Association
was formed to put
pressure on officials
to deal with issues
concerning the BAS
program.
Speakers called for black
Greeks to unite and for all
black students to work against
petitions being cirulated by
representatives of Neely Hall
Council that seek to bar
students from loitering in tile
lobby and circle of Neefy Hall.
William Fleshman, a student
in BAS, reminded the crowd
that "everyone knows that
black students hang out in tile
Neely Hall lobby and circle"
because it is one of tile few
places where blacks can meet.
He said that the petitions are
misleading because they do
not state a specific reason for

~~tbc='u!~

30 feet bek)w street level,
eliminating street crossings.
Gray was instrumental in
having Carbondale selected
for tile project in 1972, when
the original cost was $5
million.
About $5.7 million is
available for the "Big Ditch"
project. But the Federal
Higbway Administration will
not release any of the funds for
the project until the entire $67
million is secured, unless the
city approves another plan.
At the March 29 City Council

there is a noise control
problem.
The rally was sponsored by
the Black American Studies
Association. BASA member
Levester Gaither said the
group, which has 30 members,
was formed to put pressure on
officiaJs to deal with issues
concerning the BAS program.
BASA has called on Guyon
to:
-restore the number of fulltime faculty members in the
BAS program to three;
- provide autonomy for the
BAS program by separating it
from the School of Social
Work;
- reinstate BAS 100, Introduction to Black American
Studies, and BAS 135, The
Third World African Model,
into the general education
curriculum.
"Acceptance of this proposal
would demonstrate tile administration's commitment to
the Black American Studie;
program and communicate ...
that the University ad·

See COUNCIL, Page 5

See RAllY, Page 5

City to decide 'Big Ditch' options
By Dana DeBeaumont

Scholarship honors
plane crash victim
-Page6
Quadruplets visit
blood drive
- Page 9
Kansas claims
national title
-Sports20

Several hundred people
protested cuts in tile alack
American Studies program
and marked the 20th anniversary of the assassination
of Martin Luther King Jr.
Monday at the Student Center.
The rally began across from
Antllony Hall, where President
John C. Guyon's office is
located. Protesters formed p
circle around Guyon's office
and chanted "John Guyon,
Slnp Lyin'" and "Save BAS."
Protesters mllrched through
the Student Center to the north
end to listen to m9re speeches
by students and Luke Tripp,
professor in the School of
Social Work.
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Contras postpone peace talks with Nicaragua
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UP!) - U.S.-backed Contra rebels
said Monday they have postponed peace talks scheduled this
week in Managua, but the Nicaraguan government insisted the
negotiatiore. take place as planned. The talks on negotiating a
permanent cease-fire were to begin Wednestlay between Contra
leaders and a high-level Sandinista delegation. It would have
been the first time Contra leaders returned to the capital for
negotiations since fighting began in 1981.

Appointments Available
9 to 5 Mon. thru Fri.
& Sat. 8 to 12

Union Carbide's bid denied by appeals court
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balance
Richard JeHerson, D.V.M. new
Men's 995
•

JERUSALEM (UPI) - Secretary of State George Shultz
ended his first round of talks with Israeli leaders Monday
without a firm response on a u.s. peace plan as Syria denounced
his latest Middle East mission. But Shultz, who will visit Jordan
and Syria Tuesday to meet with Arab leaders before returning to
Jerusalem for more talks, told reporters he was "delighted"
with his two-hour meeting with Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir.

Hillel Foundation
hosts
"Growing Up Hasidic."
Wed. April 6.
7:30 p.m. at the
Interfaith Center.
(corner of IL & Grand)
All are welcome.

Spears Vet Clinic

has returned to work

Shultz's talks with Israel
end without firm response
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JABALPUR, India mPH - An appeals judge ruled Monday
that Union Carbide Corp. must pay $192 million in interim relief
to victims of the 1984 Bhopal gas disaster, saying delay of
I payments until after a trial "would have grave and tragic
i consequences." State High Court Judge S.K. Seth rejected Union
. Carbide's bid to block the interim payments to the victims of
I history's worst industrial disaster, but lowered the award by $78
. million.
I
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Soviets: Protests in Armenia linked to West
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MOSCOW (UPI) - The Soviet Union for the first time Monday
blamed the recent demonstrations in Armenia directly on the
West, saying an arrested Armenian activist was a tool of
"reactionary circles" in the West that are seeking to undermine
Soviet reforms. The accusation represented a major shift (rom
previous Soviet assertions that the unrest stemmed from
longstanding grievances of the majority Armenian population in
Nagorno-Karabakh, a disputed enclave in the Soviet republic of
Azerbaijan.
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~rt!;.!l:~o:::~ 9-;'s~~t. Four suspects in failad Philippine coup flee
,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~.:=======:::;;i.7.1 MANILA, Philippines (UPI) - Four air force men under

Rt. 51 South

military detention for alleged involvement in two coup attempts
have fled their ce1ls, the militarY said Monday in an announCement two days after the escape of mutineer Gregorio
"Gringo" Honasan. The announcement came as the military, on
full alert, pressed a nationwide search for the charismatic
former army colonel wbo led ~ bloody Aug. 28 coup attempt.
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YOU CAN BE AN SPC CHAIRPERSON_

~

~

Join the exciting, fast-paced world
of programming for the SIU Community.
Get the experience employers look for.
SPC is now accepting applications
for its 1988-1989 positions.

.

.

.

Deadline for applications is
Wednesday, April 6th, 1988 at 4:30pm.
For further information, call or stop
by the SPC office, 3rd floor Student Center
536-3393. Office Hours are Mon-fri. 8am-4:'30pm

-fxecutive Chair
-Travel & Recreation -Video
-Spirit
-Cenrer Programming-Expressive Arts
-Fine Arts
-PromotIons
-Consorts
-Film
-Financial Chair

-------
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-Special Events
-HewSII.IdenrAcaivibies
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Macham:•.trlal challenged 'Dallas,' 'Dynasty'
PHOENIX tUPI> - Gov. Evan MeclJam's impeaehrilent trial
had everythiDg - a mixture of sex, death threats and high
finance woven through the straight-laced conservative's battle
to keep tbe office. Mecham lost that baWe Monday, when the
state Senate convicted him of obstructing justice and removed
him from office. The chairman of the House of Representatives
impeachment committee - wbo himself was accused of
bomosexuality and was the recipient of three death threats said the trial made television's prime-time soap operas "Dallas"
and "Dynasty"looklikea tea party.

Company claims disinfectant will kill AIDS
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A California company said Monday it
has developed a disinfectant for health facilities that they say
kills the AIDS virus, but the EPA said it has not yet approved
such products, and probably will not for a few months. Milton
Rich, spokesman for the Gentre Laboratories of Laguna Hills,
Calif., said the company will announce its AIDS disinfectant,
called Proteetin, at a news conference in New y,X'k Wednesday.

IBM: Seiling chips to keep competlve edge

&"

NEW YORK (UPI) - International Business Machines CorP.
has been selling computer memory chips to U.S. and European
competitors for about two years in a bid to maintain the West's
technological lead over Japan, it was reported Monday.- The
secret sales, contradict IBM's stated refusals to sell chips to
rivals and its use of them only in its own computers. An IBM
executive saict1h~ sales were intended to assure the compaDY.
that its technology could compete against the latest advances Of
Japanese~QUlkers.
.::
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USC candidates: Financial aid needs change
Students should
be more aware of
policy information

"Students need to
know what they're up
against. Making the
information accessible
will go a long way in
getting students the
money tl7ey need.

"The more (information) the
students have in any
area, the better off
they are."

By Holly J. CorrIngton
SlalfWriler

USO presidential canrJdates
agree that a cbange is needed
in the University'S financial
aid policy.
"~he current financial aid
system is cumbersome,"
cc.ndidate Bill Hall said.
Hall, 42, a four-year member
of usa and a senior in pre-law,
wants to make students more
aware of how they can get the
amount of financial aid they
deserve.
OnE' problem, he said, is that
students aren't aware that if
they are denied financial aid,
they can appeal the decision to
the Financial Aid Advisory
Committee. He said that most
students accept a denial
without question.
Chuck Hagerman, Hall's
opponent, thinks the problem
lies in the student budget.
"The budget really isn't very
accurate," said Hagerman,
"For every expense that
stucents forget, the budget is
lowel'ed."
Hagerman, like Hall, fef'ls

-ChUCk Hagerman

II

that the key to helping
students is to inform them.
"The more (information)
the students bave in any area,
the better off they are," he
said.
Some of the things Hall
suggested students do are:
-Ask Morris Library
personnel to obtain and shelve
all federal financial aid
publications available.
Workbooks,
manuals,
re2Uiations, guidelines and
videos should all be available
to students.
-Ask University offici<lls to
make available to students a
copy of the National
Association of Student
Financial
Aid
Administration's Encyclopedia of
Student Financial Aid.
Hall said that Joe Camille,
the director of student work
and financlal assistance, bas

-Bill Hall

Chuck Hagerman

the only copy of the encyclopedia in the University in
his office and doesn't allow
anyone to see it without an
appointment.
"The financial aid office can
only afford one copy, but we
will allow any student to take a
look," Camille said.
-Begin a Peer Advocacy
Group that allo\1is Student
Financial Aid Advocates to go
with students to the financial
aid office to straighten out
problems or ask questions

the money they need," said
Hall.
Hagerman suggested that
students keep an expense
journal, tallying all personal
expenses for a given time
period and reporting them to
Bill Hall
the financial aid office before
about financial aid.
the student budget is
-Submit their own budget to calculated.
the financial aid office and be
He also proposed that a
prepared to document them on separate budget be created for
reqr.est. Save check stubs, Pell Grant and Illinois State
receipts, bills, income tax Scholarship recipients, saying
stubs, anything claimed on the that students would get more
budget.
money if the budgets were
-Demand that the Financial separate.
Aid Grievance procedure be
publicized.
Hagerman thinks that a
"Students need to know what separate Financial Aid
they're up against. Making the Commission should be
information accessible will go developed out of the Housing,
a long way in getting students Tuition and Fees Commission.

Student wins battle for bucks after aid dispute
By Holly J. Corrington
StaffWriier

Colleen
Rennison's
philosophy on life is to "keep
smiling," but the financial aid
office isn't making that very
easy, she said.
"I'm fighting to get an
educatio:- to become a

&:~~iV:Ud, in~~ti~n:;

seem like SIU gives a damn."
When she and her busband
separated, tbe spring of 1986,
Rennison began attending SIU-

C as a non-traditional student
with a double major in
paralegal studies and political
science, with dreams of going
to law school. She was
awaroed a Pell Grant and an
lllinois State Scholarship, and
Displaced
Homemakers
provided money for ber books
and the rest of her tuition.
In tbe summer of 1986,
RenDisoD was forced to file
bankruptcy.
Before spring semester 1987,
Rennison went to Student

Work
and
Financial
Assistance to apply for a
Guaranteed Student Loan.
"They said that I bad been
placed in default by ISSC when
I declared bankruptcy and
wasn't eligible for assistance,"
she said.
Rennison asked University
financial aid officials for help,
but they saiJ she was on her

own, she said.

Sbe called for free legal
advice provided by the
University, but tbey wouldn't

get involved in a matter involving financial aid.
Then she called a private
lawyer.
"Student loans are not
cancelable because of
bankruptcy," Rennison said,
"They violated my rights ...
She was right. The lSSC
settled out of court.
With certified letters from
the court and her attorney in
band, Rennison tben went to
the financial aid office to
recieve a loan for faU

semester. She was told she
didn't need a loan and that if
she accepted college workstudy, fhe still wouldn't be
el:gible.
"They said that 1 didn't
prove a need," she said.
After calling her lawyer
apin, she got the GSL. But,

she said, she's not sure what
will happen DeXt.
''T!aere's a battle to be won,
~:utteand energy,"
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You are invited to a special night of savings at the

Sears-Carbondale store on Sunday, April 10 from 6-9
p.m. Come join us for an evening of special values.
By presenting a valid S.LU. LD_, you will receive a

10% DISCOUNT OFF OF ALL REGU LAR PRICED
MERCHANDISE and be eligible to register for a '100
shopping spree to be drawn that evening. Thank
you for your continued support and we look
forward to seeing you Sunday e\lening, April 10.

~---rE":~ University Mall
~

Carbondale

457..0334

Dilly F.gyJxian

Opinion & Commentary

Tobacco tax boost
not an impossibility
A!'T SIU-~ SCHOOL of Law professor has proposed a
controverslal way for the government to raise revenues:
dramatically increase taxes on cigarettes.
Before this idea is dismissed as fanaticism or embraced
as a panacea, it would be wise to consider what such a plan
would mean in economic as well as health terms.
To be sure, the country's tobacco industry would cry
bloody murder, no doubl asking the question, "Why pick on
tobacco?" There are plenty of other unhealthy vices nonsmokers indulge in that could be slapped with a tax.
Alcohol comes to mind immediately, and possibly even
such substances as caffeine, if Uncle Sam decided to get
particularly meticulous.
But their arguments would be weakened bv substantive
evidenl.'e against the hazards of smoking. An extra tax
would :1ave to be levied on alcohol eventually if tobacco got
hit with one, but as in television advertising, smoking
would be the first to go.

Letters
Loudmouths in library must go

ECONOMICALLY, THE MOVE would be a doubleedged sword. Large tobacco-producing states such as
There is a very peculiar
Virginia and North Carolina would feel the effec~ in terms
phenomenon that has arisE::n at
I)f J<>bs lost, but the smoking rate in the country would no
SIU-C. Ironically enough,
doubt decrease. This would mean a healthier overall students can't stUdY at Morris
population in terms of heart disease and cancer risk, Library. Why'? Because
assuming the ex-smokers didn't turn to habits just as self- idiots, such as the one I'm
destructive as their old ones.
sitting next to at this very
There also is the hairy question of individual freedoms. moment, won't control their
Smokers have seen their public-smoking rights deteriorate conversations.
Oh, I've already tried the
rapidly in the last few years. SIU-C will ban most indoor
smoking by the mid 1990s; Northwest Airlines has done first floor, but aiO most of us are
away. with the non-smoking sections that always seemed aware from previous expeculIarly smoky and opted for totally non-smoking flights perience. almost no one
respects the fact that the
mstead.
library is for genuine studying,
Many smokers, in turn, have become more considerate not
talking.
of non-smokers in their presence. It doesn't take a
As I progress up the floors I
visionary to see that the {lOpularity and social ac- hope ami pray that 1 may be
ceptability of smoking is warung, and countless smokers able to eschew the seemingly
are learning the wisdom of the old adage "If you can't beat ubiquitous inconsiderate
'em, join 'em."
idiots. These efforts and intentions are to no avail.
I am tenaciOUS, however,
.B~T WOULD A hefty ~x just be a more civilized way of
kicking the smokers while they were down? Considering
the sorry state of the federal budget, the health hazards
posed to tobacco smokers and the increasing evidence of
harm to non-smokers from second-hand smoke, the anAs spring apprM.:tIes SIU-C,
swer would have to be a flat no.
we have cor·:.o expect warnt
A tax never solved a social problem by itself and it weather, S<:.iuki baseball, an
would be foolish to think: it could now. But people should at overabundance of rain and the
least begin to prepare themselves for the possibility that American Red Cross blood
their bad habits may get much more expensive than they drive.
ever believed.
Yes folks, it is time to roll up
Taxes have been implemented for weaker reasons than
sleeves as donors and
health concerns, and if deficits continue to grow, chances your
and commit to the
are some bright-eyed legislator will see a lot of votes and helpers,
success of this spring's blood
revenue-raising expedience in a tobacco-tax boost. And drive. Our University is
chances are booze and java won't be far behind.
historically recognized by the
American Red Cross for un-

and upon ascending to the fifth
floor of Morris Library needless to explain tremendously irritable at this point I am convinced wnoleheartedly that finally I will be
received at the end of my
journey with ear-piercing
silence; {or who would endeavor to climb as many stairs
as I unless he or she, too, were
searching for academic
conduciveness'! Much to my
chagrin, I am met with ...
silence - but for only a few
moments.".
Concomitantly, three
students enter the lit-rary
study
where 1 am seated.
No sooner have the idiots invaded my privacy than is the
lush, almost tangible placidity
shattered by nearly un-

bearable and harshly
cacophonous voices. Again,
idiots prevail.
I have a midterm in
jurisprudence. As I drop my
head into my textoock, my
face reddening with anger and
my earlier positive, enthusiastic mood dissipating
rapidly, I grope cognitively for
a few thoughts to assist me in
handling this iniquitous
predicamE::nt I arrive at only
two.
First: shut the hell up when
you're in the library. Second:
If you can't shut the hell up
when you're in the library, get
the hell out of the library. You
idiots are intensely annoying
to us non-idiots. - Brian
Anderson, junior, political
science

Roll up your sleeves; it's time to give blood

Opinions
from elsewhere

Northwest Airlines, which controls twe>-thirds of commercial
traffic at Detroit Metro Airport, at times has seemed to go out of
its way to make its customers miserable. So our lungs cheer
Northwel!t's audacious decision to ban smoking on nearly all
North American flights beginning next month.
Northwest IS on a recent roll, with its healthy no-smoking
policy and its contract sEttlement with flight attendants, apparently averting a strike. Now if the company could resolve its
safety disputes with the Federal Aviation Administration, get us
where we're going a bit more on schedule, and manage not to
lose our baggage quite so often, all those nasty cracks about
"Northwest Disorient" might disappear.

Doonesbury
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friends "
philosophy.

echoes

this

The blood drive will be held
through Friday. So the excuses
"1 don't have time," "My dog
ate my homework" or "I gave
at the office" won't cut the
mustard. So, for a good time at
a great place, come to the SIUC blood drive. - John A Attard,
president,
Undergraduate
StudeDt
Orgaaizatioo

DE shouldn't run ads for rolling papers

Oetroit Free Press

Eti.JOTl; I/(/ANT IT WAS
W IQJOW /QH(J5 NICARAGUANS.
J?5POI6IlJI£ Fa? SIR. ;NTEJ.J..I-

precedented achievement in
its blood collection efforts.
The key to continued success
is participation. There are
opportunities for all to get
involved. Tables need tending,
temperatures need taking ana
arms (ouch!) need poking.
And it takes volunteers and
donors to do this successfully.
Don't pass the buck! Get
yourselves involved and. bring
a friend. The blood drive's
theme, "friends helping

1 find it most appalling that a
university newspaper would
openly support substance
abuse by running advertisements that encourage
such activity.
I am referring to the recent
advertisements for JOB
"cigarette" rolling papers. It
is widely known that these
papers are used to roll joints
by a large percentage of those
who purchase them. Of course,
the Daily Egyptian will

rationalize its stand by saying
that the advertisement states
the papers are for tobacco
usage. Wbo are you trying to
fool?
It doesn't take a genius to
see through this advertisement. And if, as you
say, the advertisement is for
tobacco usage, then the
question still remains: Why
promote tobacco use when it is
also a known health hazarii?
You don't accept ad-

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
I CAN'T f1E.U&Ve THef
twuw {)() THISONTH{;IR
auNt THI5.PeAC£8USIN8i/5
liAS GONe FAR. eNOUGHl

\..........---=-

vertisements for cigarettes, so
why accept advertisements for
roJIing papers?
It seems to me that you are
willing to jeopardize students'
health and well-being by
apenly promoting substance
abuse for a few dollars of
advertisement. Why is a
student newspaper not
promoting the best interests of
students? - Susan Wor1en
Eroraha, graduate assistant,
Wellness Center
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directly to th. ed itorial page editor. Room '2.7
CammunKaliono Building. leIteR should be ~lten.

I."...

da.. bl. SP<A'ed. All
are subject to editing and
will be limited to 500 words. L.".r of I.ss than 250
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members by rank and department, non_adem .. "aff
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SPC, fraternity in debate
about the sale of T-shirts

r--

I

Fresh

organization sells a shirt with Development, said that her
Staff Writer
a message that is objectional office tries to accommodate
Delta Tau fraternity and the to the public, complaints go to such special requests.
Student Programing Council the special events committee
However, Delta Tau obare battling over a claim by and not to the organization
tained the proper vending
SPC that it has exclusive that sold the shirt, he said.
rights to sell Springfest T"We are not trying to permits from the Office of
prevent people from making Student Development on
shirts.
Members of Delta Tau money. We are hoping to March 28. Cox said that his
fraternity selling T-shirts promote responsibility," Craig group was not informed of the
SPC claim when it received the
under the Faner Hall said.
Steve Cox, a representative permits.
breezeway Monday morning
were informed by an SPC of Delta Tau fraternity, says
Pei said th3t it is possible
member that they were not he questions the SPC claim of that whoever issued the perallowed to sell T·shirts without exclusive rights for shirt sales. mits was not informed of the
permi;;sion from SPC.
Sharon Paterson of SPC said SPCrequest.
A memo from SPC to all that the Office of Student
A meeting is being scheduled
Registered
Student Development, which issues
Organizations dated March 7 vending permits, was in- among SPC representatives.
claim" that SPC has exclusive formed of the SPC's claim to Delta Tau fraternity and the
rights for Springfest T-shirt exclusive rights and asked not Office of Student Development
sales.
to issue permits to other to resolve the legality of the
Sean Craig. SPC special groups for the sale of isslle, Craig said.
events chairman, said that his Springfest T-shirts.
Cox said that Delta Tau will
committee is responsible for
Nancy liunter Pei, director continue w sell T-shirts until
Stringfest activities. If an of the Office of Student the issue is resolved.

* Nutritious * Delicious

Moo Goo Gai Pan $2.95

By Edward Raha

Soup * Eggroll *Fried Rice*Fortune Cookie
"The p:ice you swallow depends on your bottle"

549-7231

1 mi S. of S:U Arena on S. 1;1

J

Two 12" PePPt!'Oni Pizzas
for 8.9~

Three escaped murderers avoid
police officials in three states
MOUNDSVILLE,
W.Va. Mollohan, 46, of Boone County,
(UPl) - Authorities in three Bobby Stacy, 'ST, of Columbus,
states searchi!d Monday for Ohio, and David Williams, 29,
three murderers who used of McDowell County - were
bolt-cutters in a "well- serving life sentences without
planned" escape from the parole.
The
inmates
were
West Virginia Penitentiary
during a court-mandated discovered missing at 10:15
recreation period.
p.m. Sunday after prison ofAuthorities said the convicts ficials performed a routine
were believed armed and headcount of convicts, Dodrill
should be considered said.
dangerous.
Dodrill said the three men
West Virginia Corrections were among several inmates
Commissio~er
A.V. Dodrill who were out of their cells for
said the layout of the 123-year- recreation at the 10:15 p.m.
old maximum-security prison head count. The inmate
was a factor in the escape.
"The problem is the way this POp'=::=/::~na~~lw
place is laid out. It's the standards, we cannot keep
physical p'lant itself. We them Jocked up for long
simply can t watch every nook periods of time. That's court
~M::l. in this place," orders, " Dodrill said.
The state penitentiary was
All three inmatP.s - Tommie declared unconstitutional in

FORCE, from Page 1 - professor to fill the position of
former BAS faculty member
Maria Mootry, an assistant
professor in the School of
Social Work who resigned in
spring of 1986.
"It would be inappropriate
to fill the position with - a·
permanent faculty member·
while the program is under
review," Bryson said.
. Bryson also is heading the
community group Concerned
Citizens Task Force on
Educational Concerns for
blacks in Carbondale
Elementary School District 95.
In September 1987, during a
week-long boycott of classes
by black elementary school
students, the task force accused the district of not giving
blacks an equal education.
The group also charged the
district with having too few

black teachers and administrators and too . lany
black children in special
education programs. The
group also claims tht:: district
has failed to follow feder~ and
state guidelines in placing
childre~ the programs ..
!n addition, Concerned
Citizens has 'lsked to school
officials to provide it with
information about the
district's policies on affirmative action. The group
contends that the district
failed to set up a viable affirmative action program.

~=~eO~J;.~li~o::'~ ~
concerns has been Sched~ed

for 9 a.m. Saturdays at the
Brusb Administrative Center,
400 W. Monroe St.

COUNCIL, from Page 1 meeting, Mayor Neil Dillard
said he believP-$ the city should
explore options and try to get
funding while Gray still is in
Congress.
Gray, who is not seeking reelection, has said he is concerned about about the ability
of his successor to obtain
future funding for the project.
Gray has said the $5.7
million would pay for about
one overpass.
More than 70 percent of
traffic that crosses railroad

Y

Try a Free Slice Tonight at Gatsby's \

The inmates were
discovered missing at
10:15 p.m. Sunday
after prison officials
performed a routine
headcount of convicts.
1983 by the West Virginia
Supreme Court.
Mollohan was convicted in
Kanawha County in 1981 for
shooting and bea ting a
Brounland grocer to death.
Stacy was serving a life sentence for the 1982 murder of a
Huntington policeman, while
Williams was convicted in 1981
in McDowell COUItty of murder, robbery and arson.

li"ll'P~' ill ,.("

1'- t:,

82.75 60oz. Pitchers
Import Special
JlirFIII4~I·J!·4'iimlllli-:_il.- 11-9 Red Barrel

Qforono

S1.2 5 Moosehead.

RALLY,
from Page 1ministrators are serious
about prov~ding a wellrounded education to its
students," according to a
flyer circulated by
BASA.
"The time is now for
the SlU-C administration
to restore the Black
American
Studies
program to its rightful
place among
the
academic programs at
this University," the
flyer continues. " ... BAS
calls on President Guyon
and Chancellor Pettit to
publically pledge by

~J;.~ ~~ri~to;~di~

program to its status of
1982."

Luke Tripp told the
protesters, "This is only
tracks in Carbondale do so at
thp. first round."
Grand Avenue, Walnut Street
and Main Street, according W
a city report.
In other business, the City
Council:
-Will decide wh~lher to
eliminate the city's Energy
Marlon Hill told the audience
Office;
at the Male Pageant March 31
-Will ... ote on a resolution that the most influential
which would m&ke not-for- person in his life was hts
profit organizations exempt mother, who had passed away.
from a $25 zoning variance The April 4 issue of the Daily
fee'
Egyptian incorrectly at"":'Likely will approve its tributed the remark to another
fiscal year 1989 budget.
contestant.
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Light work
Dennis Watson, a line foreman for CIPS,
replaces an arc circuit on a street light on

the corner of Illinois Avenue and Oak Street
Monday morning.

New fraternity scholarship
memorializes crash victim
By John Mohler
StaHWr~er

The fraternity brothers of
Phi Sigma Kappa have
established a memorial
!;cholarship honoring member
Matthew P. Brady, who died
with tw{l other \Jniversity
students in a plane crash at
Southern Illinois Airport Jan.
18.

Two $200 Matthew P. Brady
Memorial Scholarships will be
awarded to the pledg,'! father·
pledge son team WIth the
highest grade point average
each semester, fraternity
treasurer Gerald E. Willman,
sophomore in biological
sciences, said.
Brady, 19, a freshman premajor from Kankakee,
became an active member of
Phi Sigma Kappa in

November, Willman said.
The scholarship program
will be started with the Spring
Formal awards ceremony and
dilUler at King Henry VIII
restaurant in St. Louis April
16, Willman said.
The team with the highest
grade point average last
semester will be honored as
the first winners of the award
at the ceremony, Willman
said. The winning team has not
yet been determined, he said.
A "pledge son" is an
associate fraternity member
who chOOlles an active member
to be his "pledge father." The
pledge father serves as a big
brother, helping the associate
member in academics and
fraternity functions, Willman
said.
"It's an incentive to do
better, and it's awarded in
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case of Coors
-Girl winner wins
case of Coors

Frozen Blue Hawaiians on
special all night for the ladies.

Reg~r TOn;g~~~;;::988
AFTEtt MID"ITE

Matt's name," Willman said.
The fraternity will donate
$100 toward each of the two
awards. These funds will be
matched with a donation from
the national Phi Sigma Kappa
organization, Willman said.
The local chapter will fund
the scholarship through its
earnings from selling tickets
and concessions at Saluki
baseball games, Willman said.
Willman said the fraternity
earns $300 for its work at the
games plus 16 percent IJf
profits from seat rentaL! and
program sales.
University students Damon
E. Deuscble, 18, a freshman
pre-major from Bradley, and
Darrel L. McClure, 21, a
freshman in aviation main·
tenance and technology from
Bourbonnais, died with Brady
in the crash.

International business promoted
By Amy Gaubatz

other than work in the U.S.,"
she added.
The day is funded by a grant
International Business Day
will be held from 10 a.m. to 8 from the National Association
p.m. Wednesday in the River .>f Foreign Student Affairs.
Speakers will include:
Rooms in the Student Center.
-Angelina Villarreal, of the
The event will consist of Miller Brewing Company in
workshops and is sponsored by Milwaukee. Villarreal will
the International Business speak at 10:30 a.m. in the
Association. "It is being held Illinois Room. Videos and
to promote international films on Miller Brewing
busines!' on campus and in the Company's international
community," Carrie Moore, marketing strategy will be
president of rnA, said.
shown.
Moore said they are trying to
-Ray Hipp, from Corndisco,
show students who Ilre lear!ling a foreign language they a computer service firm in
~hicago, will speak about
have other besides tea('hing.
"They can also do something intp.rnational diversification
else with ~. business degree, strat~gies and computers and
Staff Writer

Pa~4C 6, D~Uy ~gyP~la!lt Ap~:;,

1988

software, at 10:30 a.m. in the
Mississippi Room.
- Tom Brotske, of Centerre
Bank in St. Louis, will speak on
financial aspects of international businesses at 2
p.m. in the Illinois Room.
-Government represen·
tatives will discuss international careers and
government at 2 p.m. in the
Mackinaw Room.
-A panel discussion will be
held at 4 p.m. in the Ohio Room
to discuss government in·
dustry relationships.
-Lt. Go\', George Ryan, of
IllinOIS. will speak at 7 p.m. 1D
the Student Center Auditorium
on what international business
means to Illinois.
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Living heart donor needs heart, lungs again
BALTIMORE (UP!) - A
Maryland man who last year
became the nation's first living
heart donor during a heartlung transplant procedure
needs a second transplant of
both organ:., ,Johns Hopkins
Hospital officials said Monday.
Clinton House. 28, of Essex
was discharged from Hopkins
Monday
aiter
being
hospitalizM for a week to
stabilize his condition.

Hopkins spokesman Phil
Kibak said House's body is
rejecting his new organs and
House is waiting to undergo a
second heart-lung transplant.
"Clint has had <lngoing bouts
of rejection since the transplant. He has been reactivated for another transplant," Kibak said.
"Basically, now we're just
waiting <for another donor).
He's not sick enough to

warrant remaining in the
hospital indefinitely, but if it
comes to that, he'll be
hospitalized ...
House made U.S. medical
history in May 1987 when he
donated his heart to John
Couch of Yardley, Pa., and
became the nation's first living
heart donor. House then
received a new heart and lungs
from an accident victim
during a 14-hour operation.

"I was feeling like a million
dollars for a while, but when
the rejection happens it's all
downhill" House said "I'm
right back where 1 was. ,;
But House, who is hooked up
to an oxygen tank con·
tinuously, said he is optimistic
and on Valentine's Day he got
engaged.
"I'm just hanging in there,
that's all I can do," he said. "I
just hope my body can wait."

House had suffered from
cystic fibrosis that ultimately
results in a breakdown of lung
tissue, and although his heart
was healthy, lung transplant
success is much greater if the
heart is implanted along with
the lungs, doctors said.
Doctors say organ rejection
is common in transplant
patients, occurring ill 30
percent to 40 percent of the
cases.

Self-esteem, dependency linked
By Barb Fijolek
WeUness Center
Julie, 20, is an attractive,
bright young woman majoring
in
Early
Childhood
Development. She complains
that the man she's ~n dating
for over a year often ignores
her at parties, flirts with other
women and criticizes hpr in
front of others, especially
when he drinks.
Occasionally, he will say he
cares about her, but often he
won't call for weeks at a time.
She desperately wants the
relationship to work, but feels
confused and depressed most
of the time. She thinks that if
only she could get him to
change, they might marry
someday.
Scott is a I9-year-old
freshmar. living in the
residence halls. He has been
written up twice for alcohol
violations and has a reputation
as a wild man for doing things
like physically moving
telephone booths around for
fun.
He can drink about a 12-pack
of beer in an evening and
considers himself lucky, since
he doesn't feel the effects the
way others do. He has few. if
any, close friends.
What do these two people

Health and
Fitness Guide
SPLASH DANCE - at 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday and
Sur.day in the Rec Center pool.
For details, call 536-5531.

To Your Health
have in common'? Both
students depend on something
outside themselves - for
Julie, it's a person, for Scott,
it's a chemical - to keep up
their present routines and selfimage. Both also suffer from a
lack of self-esteem.
Self-esteem is the way
people think and feel about
themselves. The lower
people's self-esteem, the
higher their need to have
something or somebody out·
side of them to fill them up
with the positive feelings they
are lacking.
People can assess their selfesteem by asking themselves
if they are their own friend. Do
they treat themselves as well
as they do a friend that they
care about'? Do they pay attention to their feelings and
accept themselves even when
things don't work out the way
they would like them to'?
Many people push away or
distract themselves from
unwanted feelings like
loneliness, anger or sadness
because they don't know how
to deal with their own
discomfort.

To become more aware of
their internal blocks, people
should complete the following
statements.
"One of my emotions I have
trouble accepting is .... "
"One of the things about my
body I have trouble accepting
is .... "
"If I were more accepting of

myselfI'd .... "
"The scary thing about
being self accepting is .... "
"The good thing about being
self accepting might be ... ,..
Come up with several
responses for each item. You
may find information from
inside yourself to help you
grow by really tal..ing the time
to explore these statements.
Many people report that
after spending time exploring
negative feelings and patterns,
they discover there is a
valuable, likeable person
inside instead of a monster.
People interested in improving their self-est.eem, can
attend the "Loving and EmIJOwer'"ng Yol!rself" group,
that starts 011 at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Center
Illinois Room. For details, can
the Wellness Center at 5364441.

Get Rolling . •
And Save!
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LIFE IN THE FAST FOOD
LANE - How to eat healthy
when eating oot at 7 tonight in
the Student Center Mississippi

Cigarette Papers

Room.

A.M.
AND
NOON
AEROBICS - at 7 a.m.
Tuesday, Thursday, and
Friday and at 12:15 p.m.
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday in the Rec Center
Dance Studio.
RESIS'I ANCE WORKOUT at 4 p.m. Tuesday and Thur·
sday in the Rec Center 1)ance
Studio. For details, C2.d Beth
Spieth at 536-5531.

Parkinson's
program set
The
Parkinson's
Educational Program of
Southern lllinois will sponsor
Talking and Listening: How to
do it." by Dr. Miki Craig at 7
p.m. April 12 at the Carbondale
Clinic, 2601 W. Main.
Craig's talk will discuss the
n.:eds and considerations of
people with Parkiilson's
disease and how they may
enhance communil'ation skills.
She obtained a doctorate in
Communication Disorders and
Sciences from Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale.
'
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Grad Council to \'ote
on master's program
By Phyllis Coon
Staff Writer

Two colleges have plans for
new graduate degree
programs, but tbe Graduate
Council will vote cn c.uy one
college's request at it's
meeting at 8 a.m. Thursday in
tbe Mississippi Room of tbe
Student Center.
The College of Agriculture is
on tbe agenda with a request to
expand its program to mclude
a Master of Science in Food
and Nutrition. Plans for expansion of the master's and
doctoral programs of tbe
College of Communications
and Fine Arts were witbdrawn
from the agenda.
The new degree would have
specializations in community
nutrition and nutritional
sciences.
"I am bopeful about the
request passing," Robert
Arthur, director of the
graduate program for tbe
College of Argiculture, said.
"No otber program in the state
offers a master's in community nutrition, and that is
what maKes it needed."
If passed, the new master's
degree will be the third change
in the master's degree

Police Blotter

Ups and downs
Professor Dennis Anderson, of the Crime
Study Center, walks down, while an

Head Start
conference
is scheduled
Carbondale's Head Start
Parent Conference will be
sponsored by Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale on
Saturday at Lakeland School.
The conference, now in its
third year, provides parents
with information on child
discipline, dental health,
nutrition for preschoolers and
similar topics.
The University's Head Start
program
enrolls
236
youngsten; ages 3 to 5 3t
centers in Murphysboro,
Herrin and Carbondale.

unidentified person walks up, one of the
winding stairwells In Faner Hall Monday.

"The degree will enhance
the program because we feel
tbere is a need for students in
tbose areas," Artbur said.
But tbe College of Communications and Fine Arts has
removed its request for a
master's and a doctorate in
mass communication for reevaluation by the college.
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Parents also may attend
workshops on continuing
education, job training and
assertiveness skills.
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In July 1985, food and
nutrition became a part of the
College of Agriculture and
again tbe master's program
was dropped.

Resume
$14.95
Complete*

Discusion at the conference
will include home safety, arts
and crafts and tbe prescboolkindergarten transition.

Registration begins at 8:30
a.m. Saturday. Admission is $5
for adults and $3 for students.
Head Start parents may attend
free of charge and a sliding-fee
schedule is available for lowincome families.

A University student and a
Kankakee man were chased on
f'JOt by police and charged witb
throwing stones through a
window at tbe Federal
BUilding, 250 W. Cherry St.,
early Sunday morning, carbondale police said.
Police apprehended David
G. Newhouse, freshman in
radio-television, and Bryan D.
Funk, 18, of Kankakee, on the
200 block of West Elm Street,
after a chase of one block.
Tbey were charged with
criminal damage to property
and released afty posting bail,
police said. They will appear
at Jackson County Courthouse
at a later date, police said.
Police estimate damage at
$'100.

program of tbe college, Artbur
said. Food and nutrition was
originally part of tbe School of
Home Economics. It was later
reorganized as part of tbe
College of Human of
Resources. The master's
degree was dropped and a new
one, tbe Master's of Human
Development, started.
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Parents offer
tot's organs
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) - The
parents of 3-day-old Hope Lovette
Mount left Monday for California to be
with their nearly brain-dead child until
she is declared dead and her organs
are removed for transplants to other
babies.
"Hope is an anencephalic baby,"
said her mother, Kay Mn>.mt, who
didn't even know what the term meant
until her doctor broke the news five
months ago. "That means there is no
thinking, no feeling, no chance for
living."
Mount, 26, and her husband, Rick, 35,
made the decision for Mount to carry
the baby - nicknamed Baby Hope by
the hospital staff - to term when they
were told by the obstetrician and
gynecologist, Dr. Pleas Copas Jr., ste
would be born without a fwI skull and
very little - if any - brain.
Doctors informed the Mounts that
Hope would never "be alive as we know
life," but Mount says there was never
any doubt in her mind what she would
do.
"Two things !lappened to me that day
my world crashed in the doctor's of-

~~~' ~~eaS:i:a;~~e~~I~:O~~ b:~ti

simply could not abort what to me was
already a baby. I also knew babies
were dying out there in need of a heart,
liver, kidneys and such."

Staff Photo by Kurt Stamp

John Simmons holds Jenny, Judy Simmons hold Jos~ua,
Gall Klam holds Jennifer and Dr. Roger Klam holds Judith
as the Simmons' quadruplets begin the blood drive parade

at the Student Center Monday. The Slmmo)ns' babies
benefited from donated blood, organizers of the drive said:
Dr. Klam delivered l'1e babies.

Leaders stress blood drive's importance
By Antoinette Hayes
Staff Writer

The Simmons quadruplets stole the
show at the opening ceremony of the
Red Cross spring blood drive in the
Student Center Monday morning.
The quadruplets, the daughters and.
son of John and Judy Simmons,
represented those who benefit from
blood donations.
Local and University leaders also

were at the ceremony to stress the
importance of donating blood.
Statistics indicate that 98 percent of the
population will need blood before the
age of 72.
Vivian Ugent, blood drive coordinator, said that 276 pints of blood
were collected Monday. The amount is
somewhat low, Ugent said, but she
added that it is pretty good considering
it was the Monday after Easter.

Ugent said the drive needs to pick up
momentum because other colleges are
waiting to see how SIU-C will do.
"There is a little friendly competition
going on between colleges," Ugent
said, "and we want SIU to stay number
onea"
For donor appointments and details,
call 529-2151 or 457-5258.

Briefs
BIOCHEMISTRY JOURNAL Club will meet at 4 p.m.
today in Neckers 218.
COMPUT1NG AFFAIRS will
offer "Introduction to DCF"
from 2 to S:50 p.m. on Wednesday in Faner 1025A. To
register, cail453-4361, ext. 260.
GAY AND Lesbian People's
Union will meet at 8 tonight in
the GLPU office, Student
Center 3rd floor.
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT Center will accept resumes
from Malaysian students interested in employment with
Intel, a multi-national
engineering and computer
cfJrporation based in Maiaysia.
F or details, see Frank Klein at
WoodyB204.
FRENCH STUDY Group
will meet from 6:30 to 8:30
tonight in Faner 2079.
AVIATION MANAGEMENT
Society will meet at 4:45 p.m.
today in the Student Center
Missouri Room.

~

-.

RED CROSS Blood Drive
will be from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. in the Student Center
International Lounge.

American Red Cross

WOMEN'S CONNECTION,
an . networking group, will
meet from noon to 1 p.m.
Wednesday at the Interfaith
Center, 913 S. Illinois. Sponsored by University Affirmative Action and Women's
Service.
SIU AMATEUR Radio Club
will meet at 8 p.m. Wednesday
in the Student Center Activity
RoomA.

BLOOD DRIVE

BRIEFS POLlCY - The
deadline for Campus Briefs is
noon two days before
publication. The briefs must be
typewritten and must include
time, date, place and sponsor
of the even, and the nBme and
telephone number of the
person submitting the item.
Items should be delivered or
mailed to the Daily Egyptian
newsroom. Communications
Building Room 1247. A brief
will be published once and only
as space aUows.

Place: Student Center Ballroon,s (2nd Floor)
.LA LEC~~ League 'Yill'e
W idiscuss
nutrition and wearung

Oven From Sears (Drawing)

at 7 tonight at 222 Mark Court.

SCHEDULE: Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,

AprilS
April 6
April 7
AprilS

10:30am-4:30pm
12:30pm-6:30pm
10:30am-4:30pm
10:30am-4:30pm

To Schedule an appointment
Call the blood drive hotline
453-2633
10:30arn-4:30pm

5pon-.cI by:

MOVE
WobU1z.auoo of Volunucr fJfort
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King commemorated by groups of all races
United Press International
Rich and poor Americans of
all races and religions
gathered Monday to solemnly
mark the 20th annniversary of
the assassination of Martin
Luther King Jr. and reaffirm
their commitment to his
dream of equality.
The .~lain civil rights
crusader's wife Rnd children
walked out of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Center for
Non-Violent Social Change in
Atlanta to his gleaming white
Im.. rble tomb in the courtyard.
The family was joined by a

crowd of 500 people who all
held hands, bowed their heads
and swayed from side to side,
slowly singing "We Shall
Overcome, " the anthem of
King's movement.
"On the night before his
assassination, he told us he
was not concerend about living
a long life." Corretta Scott
Kir.; said at her husband's
tomD. "He just wanted to do
God swill.
"He said that God had
allowed him to go to the
mountaintop and look over and
see the promised land. He said,

back and show the march
could be held peacefully.
"He could not turn his back
on his neighbors." Mrs. King
said under bright spring skies.
Laying two wreathes at the
gravesite, Mrs. King recalled
her husband's famous "I Have
a Dream" speech, in which he
foresaw a nation with people
"judged not by the color of
their skin but by the content of
their character."
"Although they have slain
the dreamer we are here to
say they ha~e not slain the
dream," she proclaimed. "We

'I may not get there with you
but I want you to know we as a
~t.~. will get to the promised
King was slain by a sniper on
a motel balcony in Memphis on
April 4. 1968. the night before
he was to lead a march to
support the city's striking
garbage collectors.
Mrs. King said her
husband's aides had advised
him against going to Memphis,
where a march a few days
before had turned violent.
despite his pleas for calm.
King was determined to go
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Blacks, Indians urge harmony;
protest unsolved slayings of 18
LUMBERTON. N.C. (UPI)
- About 5()1) !ndians. blacks
and a few whites marched
through Lumberton Mond'iY to
urge racial unity in troubled
Robeson County and to protest
the unsGlved slayings of 18
people. mostly blaeks and
Indians.
"We are fed up and can't
take no more," the
predominantly Indian marchers, some wearing
traditional garb. chanted as
they trekked six blocks
through the county seat
carrying signs that read. "No

man is free until all men are
free."
A police spokesman said the
marchers were orderly and no
one was arrested. Authorities
had ff'.ared violence would
errupt at the demonstration
stemming from conflict bo!tween the Indian commu!&ity
and the white-dominated
Robeson County justice
system.
The march was planned to
memorialize civil rights leader
Martin Luther King Jr., who
was assassinated April 4. 1968.
and Lumbee Indian judicial

are going on to the promised
land."
In Memphis, several
thousand union members, civil
rights activists, politicians and
other spectatorr, of aU races
marched to the Lorraine
Motel. site of King's
assassination.
The marchers, led by a
garbage truck and brought. up
in the rea.r by. a marching
band, earned sIgns. balloons
and flags and sang "We Shall
Overcome" and other gospel
songs as they approached the
boarded-up motel.
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candidate Julian Pierce. sillin
March 26.
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Send 9811 ac:IdnIII9ad & ~ envelope:

A
telegram
from
presidential candidate Jesse
Jackson was read to the crowd
that gathered Monday, urging
the people of Robeson County
to "Keep up the fight."
The Rev. Ben Chavis, who
was a member of the black
activist Wilmington 10, offered
spirited encouragement to the
crowd.
"People conspired and one
person pulled the trigger to kill
Dr. Martin [.ulller King Jr ....
Chavis said,

SUCCESS SYSTEMS
ON. 01 KasIeIic Inc.
1122 Wast End Ave. 3-E
N'M' York, NY
10024

Athletes charge Temple
with sex discrimination
PHILADELPHIA <uP!) Saying women ... ill no longer
settle for second pll.lce in
college athletic programs, an
activist group went to court
Monday to force Temple
University to divtde its
resources evenly betweer_
men's and women's teams.
The group charged in a
lawsuit that Temple illegally
discriminates against women
by spending five times more
money on men's sports
programs than on women's.
The suit is viewed as a test
case on whether such onesided spending is a violation of
Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, a law

colleges and universities
across the country, and have a
major impact on all girls and
women in educational institutions," said Marcia
Greenberger. founder of the
National Women's Law
Center.
The NWLC is representating
the plaintiffs in the classaction lawsuit. filed in 1980 by
a group of women athletes.
The suit charges Temple
with violating the Equal
Protection Clause of the
Constitution and the state
Equal Rights Amendment in
addition to the Title IX
statutes,
Temple has contended the
charges of discriminatinn are
false and unfair. Temple
schools receiving government lawyer Robert Reinstein said
funding.
last week there are actually
"The ruling in this lawsuit more women's teams at
will affect sports programs in Temple than men·s.
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Church publishing house
cans book on homosexuals
'WASHINGTON (UPI) The United Methodist
Publishing House, citing the
highly charged atmosphere
around the church's forthcoming General Conference,
has canceled release of a book
on homosexuality written by a
controversial Episcopalian
~~~%' .church officials said
"We b;meve that the General
Conference and other groups
within the life of the United
Methodist Church will be best
served by a moderating
climate that promotes careful,
prayerful and reconciling
discussion of tbese matters,"
said Robert Feaster, president
and publisher of Abingdon
Press, the Methodis~ concern.
Feaster made his comments
in a statement announcing that
the publishing bouse would not
publish "LIving in Sin? A
Bishop Rethinks Humar.
Sexuality," by John Shelby
Spong, Episcopal bishop of
Newark, 1\ ,J. Advertisments
said the book would be
available in May.
Feaster said the "intensified
atmosphere" surrounding the
issue of homosexuality in the

Fans take
shine to
glitzy sale
LOS ANGELES (UPI) A~lctioneers Monday made
final preparations for the
thousands of gawkers and
potential buyers expected at a
public showing of some of
entertainer Liberace's most
glittering possessions, including mirrored pianos and a
14-carat gold, poodle-shaped
pendant.
"We've had people from
Australia and England
preregister ... (and) a
television crew is coming from
Korea," said Brenda Lynch of
the Liberace Foundation,
wbi.clt will auction off many of
the items that once belonged to
"Mr. Showmanship" to benefit
a scholarship fund founded by
the flamboyant pianist, who
died of AIDS in February 1987
at the age of 67.
The showing at the Los
Angeles Convention Center is
scheduled for Tuesday through
Friday, Lynch said. Tbe items
will be auctioned off April 9
through April 12.

weeks before General Con- publishing firm.
ference - the church's highest
Spong, one of the most
makes outspokenly liberal church
legislative body publication of the Spong book leaders on issues of human
incompatible with the sexuality, has been under
publishing house's mission of criticism in his own
"publishing materials that denomination for his
encourage
thoughtful willingness
to
bless
discussion and understandiitg hOIT,osexual unions.
of issues confronting Christian
"There is, no dobut,
people."
whatever the oppostioon, that
The I'tance of the 9.1 million- issues of homosexuality will be
member church - the nation's debated both in our soci"'ty and
second largest Protestant within the church," Spong's
denomination
toward statement said. "Moralistic
homosexuality is expected to repression is not g:>ing to
be the top is5ue before the terminate the discussion.
"The hierarchy, whether it
nearly 1,000 delegates who will
meet in St. Louis beginning is Roman catholic, Methodist
or Episcopal, cannot end the
April 26.
"We want to make helpful questioning and debating," his
contl"ibutioliS to current statement said. "The truth
debates, not simply stoke the shall be determined by
f"tres of disccni," Feaster said dialogue, not by censors. "
in the statement released
Spong's book, according to
throu~ the United Methodist
catalog
descriptions,
News Service.
Spong's offict:, meanwhile, "examines the development of
issued a statement quoting the male-dolIl1M t.ed society and
bishop as saying, "It is a sad religion, new findings about
experience to observe the fear the causes of !:.omosexuality
of sexuality that is so rampant and changes in marriage
in some Christian circles."
practices that have occurred
He said the book will be among better-edu<.:ated and
published by another unnamed longer-living people. "
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Thieves get
charity funds
HOUSTON (UP!) - Thieves
who broke into a storage area
during an Easter Sunday
robbery took food and other
items that had been donated
less than 12 hours earlier
during a benefit for AIDS
Foundation-Houston Inc.
The group provides
education on AIDS and
operates a food bank for indigent victims of the deadly
disease.
"It's enough to make you
stop believing in the Easter
bunny,"
foundation
spokesman John Paul Barnish
said.
The benefit was held
Saturday and the donated
goods were stolen even before
they could be inventoried,
Daily E~vpliar., April 5. 1':ll!8. Page
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Rent cap
chaUenge
rejected
WASHINGTON (UPI)

- The Supreme coort
upheld Monday rent
control provisions in New
York City, rejecting
arguments from land1ards that the system
takes their property
without just comiJensation.
The justices, citing
"want of a substantial
federal question,"
dismissed the landlords'
al')peal of a ruling by the
state Supreme Court.
Tbe high court did Dot
hear argument:; or issue
an opinion in the case,
but its action is con:-idered precedent and is
binding on lower courts.
Although the justices in
the past have not been
receptive to constituUonal challenges to
rent control, they have
nelter specifically ruled
on whether such laws
may violate the Fifth
Amendment, which
prohibito; the government
from taking private
property without just
compensation.
In a 1986 case from
Berkeley, Calif., the
court ruled that an ordinance freezing rent did
not violate antitrust laws.
Last February, the court
ruled that rent control
provisions in San Jose,
Calif., did not violate the
due process rights of
landlords.

Group unveils plan
to cut insurance cost
WASHINGTON (UP!) -

A

consumer group unveiled a
plan Monday it said would cut
auto insurance rates 25 percent nationwide by forcing
insurers to be more competitive and responsive to
consumers needs.
The National Insurance
ConsumerOrganizatiof', a nonprofit .;roup that monitors the
insurance industry, said at a
news conference the plan
would save Americans more
than $10 billion.
"Auto insurance costs too
much," J. Robert Hunter,
president of the group. told a
news conference. "Quite
frequently, the insurance costs
more than a (used) car."
The plan would repeal
special laws Hunter said insulate insurance companies

Stop By

fora

Home Cooked Lunch

from competition &nd thus
foster inefficiency.

lla.m. to 2p.m.

The group said the laws
include the industry's
exemption from anti-monopoly
laws; rebate laws that prevent
discounting by insurance
agents; laws that bar consumers from banding together
to buy insurance; and state
and federal laws that prohibit
banks from entering the auto
insurance business.

12 oz. Busch and Stroh's 25C

Play It
Cool

A bill to change these federal
laws is before the House
Judiciary Committee.

The group said insurance
companies should be
prohibited from refusing to
insure an inciividLJal based on
lifestyle or occupation and that
the state rather than the insurer should determine the
criteria of insurability.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DAY APRIL 6. 1988
OPENING ADDRESS - SIUC STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
•

10:30 AM

Illinois
Room
Mississippi
Room

Dean Thomas Gutteridge, College of Business Administration

"MARKOING CONSUMER PRODUCTS In INTERNATIONAL MARKnS"
The Case of Miller Beer in Latin America
•

Room
Illinois
Room

4:00PM

Ohio
Room

7:00PM

Dr. Angel ina Villarreal, Senior Market Research Deveiopment Analvst, Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee.

"STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT IN GLOBAL MARKOS"
Comdisco's International Diversification
•

2:00PM
Mackinaw

!

L~~E!x'p.!!~_~!..5~f!.8____ L~=!:.~~Ll
CD
Call us: 529-1000 or

10:00 AM

I
I
I

Mr. Roy Hipp, President, Comdisco Disaster Recovery Service,lnc., Chicago

"FINANCING THE INTERNATIONAL MARKO"
Centerre Bank's Approach
•

Mr. Thomas Brotske, Ass't VP in International Trade Services Unit, Centerre Bonk, St. Louis

"INTERNATIONAL CAREERS IN GOVERNMENT"
•
•
•
•

Moderator; Dr. Fronk Klein, SIU Placement Center
Ms. Elizabeth Aston, International Marketing Consultant, IL Dept. of Commerce and Community Affairs. Chicago
Mr. T.A. Galamtowicz, District Director of Customs, U.S. Customs Service, St. Louis.
Mr. Harvey Timber:ake, Trade Specialist, U.S. and Foreign Commercial Servic.e, St. Louis

PANEL DISCUSSION "GOVERNMENT-INDUSTRY RELATIONSHIPS"
•
•
•
•
•

Mr. Thomas Brotske· Centerre Bonk, St. Louis
Dr. Angelino Villarrett! • Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee
Ms. Elizabeth Aston· IL. Dept. at Commerce & Community Affairs
Mr. T.A. Galomtowicz· U.S. Customs Service
Mr. Harvey Timberlake· U.S. and Foreign Commercial Sendee

THE HONOIABLE GEORGE RY AN. ILLINOIS LT. GOVERNOR
Keynote Speech in SIUC Student Center Au~itorium
Contact Dept. of Management for more information
sponsored by:. International Business Association
• International Business Institute
• Small Business Development Center
. USIA

Boy pilot lands in capital
WASHINGTON (UPI) Boy pilot Tony Aliengena
landed his dad's plane outside
Washington Monday, planning
to tour the nation's capital
before resuming his quest to
become the youngest aviator
to fly across the country and
back.
The 9-year-old landed the
single-engine Cessna 210 at
2:15 p.m. EDT at National
Airport in Arlington, Va.,
where his family had awaited
hisamval.
Clall in a red basketball
jacket, Tony, stepped off the

plane and hugged his parents,
Gary and Susan Aliengena,
and his 8-year-old sister
Alainna.
The pint-sized pilot from San
Juan Capistrano, Calif., who
began his journey last Wednesday, seemed bewildered by
the cameras and reporters,
and had to stand on a box tc
reach the microphones.
Tony said the most exciting
part of the trip was his Easter
holiday weekend in Bedford,
Mass., "because I h&ve a lot of
relatives there."
When asked what he wanted

to be when he grew up, he
replied, "I want to be a doctor."
Tony and his family planned
to spend some time in
Washington before he begins
his flight back home Wednesday, weather permitting,
said Susan Aliengena.
At the a~t, Tony was
given a certificate from the
National Aeronautics Administration for becoming the
youngest aviator ever to fly
alone in an Ultralight plane for
one minute and 45 seconds, an
event that occurred March 13.

Explorer plans North Pole trek
NEW YORK (UPI) - An
explorer who walked through
Antarctica to the South POle
said Monday be plans to
retrace on foot the 1909 route of
Robert Peary and Matthew
Henson to the North Pole,
calling his trek an effort. to
show concern about the environment.
"I'm interested in being the
first person to walk to both
poles," said Robert Swan, 31,
of Great Britain, who made it
to the South Pole by foot in

environment so the kids have
something when they grow
older," Swan said at a news
conference at the Explorers
Club in Manhattan.
He said he hoped to involve
school children throughout the
world in the expedition by
urging them to write government leaders on the need to
preserve the polar regions.
The adventurer said he

~~:n:~Oa~~[:::~::~t~:

in May 1989.
Swan said he and five other
1985.
The expedition would be explorers would walk about 650
used to dramatize en- miles to the North Pole from a
vironmental concerns, such as base camp at Camp Columbia
cracks in the ozone layer, he on Ellesmere Island in norsaid. "We do not inherit our thern Canada, where Peary
time on this earth from our and Henson left on their exparents. We borrow it from our pedition.
Each explorer will have to
children.
"We have to take care of our pull a sled loaded with about
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350 pounCls 01 lOOU /:IUU
equipment through temperatures ranging from 70
degrees below zero to 10
degrees below zero, he said.
The expedition would cost
about $7 million and Swan said
he needed $3 million in cash or
dOllB;tions of equipment or
sel'Vlces.
The adventurer said he
would sponsor a writing
contest for tedlagers with
about 20 winners getting a
chance to go to the base camp
for 10 days and work with the
expedition.

--

"CofJ~

"They jumped out of their
sleeping bags, packed up their
sleds, harnessed up their dogs
and took off," said trailmarker- Patrick Burroughs,
describing the 10 a.m. ADT
. start.
Some mushers, as sled dog
drivers are called, took no
more than 10 minutes to fully
pack their sleds, hitch up about
a dozen dogs, bundle themselves up and head off into the
wilderness, said Burroughs,
whose brother was in the race.

•

The temperature bad just
creepeil above zero for the
race start, but musbers can
expect far colder temperatures as they head up into
tbe mountains toward
Anaktuvuk Pass, the 260person Eskimo village where
the teams turn around and
head back to Coldfoot. A
portion of the trail passes
through Gates of the Arctic
National Park.
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4-6·88 .............. 2446Aa128
1979 MONZA, 2 plus 2 . ..-.6. aula. pb.
po, aIr.
many new parls and
ex,ras.lunI1iiil19Of S8.50529·2'56.
4-6-8' .............. 257411.0128
1978 PONTIAC SUNBIRO WAGON.

lost

!

"If.

Found
Entertainment

I-C

Annou"r;.menf5
Auctions and Sole.
Yard Sole Plomotion
Antiques

1--

Bu.I..... Opportunities

laJ

--

"1ft.

4-6-88 .............. 296111.0128
1980 REO·IIlACK CHEVY Cllaflon.

Fully I_dad, aIr, v-6. Goad cond.,
bucket
I I 300, 529-4960.

.ea".

-.

resporWbl. for more than OM' cloy'.
Inconwd in..... ion. Adlter1'Hn are

--

~ .--""-....-

noon for ~notion in
the.,.xtday'.inu..
Any ad whim ill concttlled b.iDAI
e"Plrotion will bel charged 0 $3.
Mrv~ i_. An., gfund under $2.
willbefort.iled.
No odswiU be mi.-diDUlwd.
CIoMlfted ocNer115ing must be- paid
In ocNaMe ••ettpt hN thou IXCOI.tnh.

l-c

,,---------i-

~~

....... _..... _

301fAtlI30

1965 4IUSTANG FASTllACI(, BlACK.
269. Ov..- SIOOO In _
parls. Mus'
..III S25O/Iobo. 54,·1_.
4-/5-88 . ............. 3018Aal3$
IS'T TIIUf,..,.. ..... bur,..,.. forS44
the U.S. gowmm.,,'? Ge,
1ft. lods today/ Ca', 1..1/2·742·1,42.

...,......

--

4-S-88 .....•...•.•.. 2374Aal27
fOlIO lTD 2 DOORS, e.~.
~If/on. S799 ",II 549-0182 ask I",
Danler.
4-11-88 .....•.•••.... 31a5Aa131
'.2 ESCOIIT WAGON GOOD runnIng
",ndlflon. SI600 549·2342 at" 9&5.
.4615.
4·18 . . . . , ........... 313OAo136
NEED A CAR? We llnance no In·
......" no ,,""llfylng for .,...jl'. We
will pay _h lot \fOUl" car. C and J
Sale., 915-6634.
4·14-88 .............. 3131"0134
1979 HONDA C,VIC 2 dr, 4 spa, II"'"
condition. Musl ..II. 1675 obo. Call
457·2625.
4-13~ .............. 31_133
'82 MAlOA 626 LUX CPe, 5 spd. a-c,

"n

I'+-

e(I)n

-u

~

::a. &: pbi'::I~' "6:1,:'::::

-

S36OO.519-2392.
... -88 ......••...•.. 3097Aa/3G
IH3 NISSAN SfNTl!A 4 dr, 5 spa, 0<.

om·fm. .xce'len' condition. Must
• .11. S2650oIIo. 451·262$.

pi. . .

4·13-88 ........•.•••. 319711.0133
1980 CHEVETTf. "C, GOOD IIr. . ,
autamatl~. 4 dr. N _ Ia sell. S8OO.

D.I. CLASSIFIID

11.·1111

687-4639.
4-7-811 .......

"j

I.''''''''''''7"::"'''''''j''''''''''''''''''''''''',..,-.....".,.,_
..

-C
aJ I: ······.

r"""'~======.".,.

:···';:;;;~tl".

····:'1

,·il

1979 HONDA ACC<MP, HBK, 5 Ipd,

. . 32OOAal2S

r ............- ]
TRANSMISSION REPAllt. MIl. Auta
Soles and Serv.• (fonn...ly East Sid.
Garop). 605 N.llllnoll. C"dole. 457·
1631.

~,:I/reI,
USa) ,iRES ~~ =:::~
batt...,... $29.99 Gator
new

76. ISOI W. Main. 529-2302.
4-20-88 .........•...• 2420AbiJa

am·lm. JO mpg, .,,,," good _ .
dIllon. $1600, call 915-4119.
4-5-111 .....•...•..• 2511""'27

fiO HOT IIoUGAfNSI Drug deal... '
....... boats, p/a _ _·d. SurpiUl
Your_.1IVV*"I Gutdto 1-805-687·
6OOOe"'•• ·9S01.

.......

U

4-8.88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 307511.0130
'81 V.W. RABBIT. GOOD CONO.
aeon. new cluteh LIp to 50 m.p g.
S15S0. "15 Dodge Yon 360 y·a Run.
good, r./labl.. S9OO. Phone 6/14.
6754.
4.8" . ............ 308211.0 130
FOR SALE: '82 SUBARU S'a.tion
WOIJO". Goad ~. $/100 obo.
C_ by T_ and c.unlry NlHP

"'_h

1.-

..-

'83 NISSAN PUlSA NK. low,nlleage.
n~C'e ,,.,-.,0 eGIS_He. Sunroof. gl'eaf
condition.
.57-43981' I

with . .toblithedcredlt.

laJ

~

Your ",,-or",. ewyttrs Guide. r.soS-687·
6OOOexf. S·9SOJ.
S-4-88
. . . .. . ..... 2388Aol48
1980 CHEVfTIE GOOO CONO
76•••• mi. 2dr.. Red8.0. 549·54O.B.
4.7.88 .............. 306111.0129

befoq 12:00

e

--

~~.~~:~~S~1. ~ju~~

rnent. for erron. Errors not the ,Quit
oftModvertiwrwhic:hieuentheva1ue
of tIM! GliNertisement will be odil.Jlit~.
H yaurod appeors,J'ICOr"NCtIV.or if you
wish to corn:;.1 your ad, can 536-33)1

U

I

4-6-88 .............. 296ZAa 12'
'85 RELIANT $3600, '83 Phoenix
$2495. '83 Cavoller $247S. '83
Ch. . .tte 11995, '82 Oatsun Pickup 4
wit. dr. $2995. '82 fa<d Eap UOOO.
'79 Sunblrd 19'15, AAA Auto Sol••
605 N illInoiS. 549· 133J.
4·5-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . 300911.0121
'19 CHEVmE 4 PIt .• 43." mi. Call
549·1709.
4.12.88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 291011.0132

All OD..lfi~ Ad....rtl ..,ng m,,11 ~
before 12:00 noon to appear
n next day's publicahon. Anythmg
roc.s.Md ofter 12:00 noot\ will go in
he follDWina day's pubikatlon.
tho Dolly 19n>- cannot be

en
en

\

Ps. pb. auto. fresh eftgln. ond frans.
Good highway car, n..d,
bodV
good condlllon, 25 plus mpg. $!ISO
obo 519-4960.

Free
Riders Needed
Rides Needed
Real estat.

'-I-

cone"e,

mint conditlDn. oe.
coJot.
$5500. Cali 549·12BO 1_ at nIgh•.

Eledronics
P.ts and Suppli ••

! -en
-

om·lm

$5,300. Coil J.H at S49·7487.
4.6.88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233611.0128
I9lU fIEI/O, 25,000 mI .. absolute

Aula
Pori. ond SelVic••
Molorcycle.
Homes
MobileHom••
Miscellaneous

'-t-

Dog sledders
brave cold

is about 50 miles
north of the Arctic Circle and
is the southernmost point on
the race course. Situated about
halfway between Fairbanks
and the Prudhoe Bay oil field
on the arctic coast, Coldfoot is
known as the world's farthest
north truckstop for the trucks
~~'ff~~ Alaska's northern

condWonlng.

DI,.~tory

Five explorers, from
Australia, England, Japan, the
Soviet Union and the United
States, will join Swan on the
walk to the pole. The trip is
expected to take 66 days, he
said.

COLDFOOT, Alaska (UPI)
- Sixteen sled dog racers
burst out of their sleeping bags
in the morning cold at the blast
of a shotgun sigDaJing the
stampede start Monday of the
~mile Coldfoot Classic Sled
Dog Race.
Some of Alaska's top longdistance sled dog racers are
com~ting in the last major
mushing event of the seasona demanding drive by dog sled
up through the Brooks Range
and back to tiny Coldfoot.
A father and his two sons
also were among those in the

1912 MAlOA IIX7 5 .,,-d. air

C auifled

. •.

.

'51"""JO

r;,."======"",,..,...,

I
I

Motorcycl..

1

'80 YAM''''' 6SO SPECIAL· NEW In
82, on". 5700 mI. Cit-' condo 1900

obo 54P-6941

I 4-7-88..... . . .
"ice I

. 3100AcJ19

1914 TII,UMPH TII6 I/OAOSTfR
- . Tlres,eleclrico...-drlveolplne I 1911 HONDA />SO CUSTOM. Greal
am·1m _ .. tte. roll bar. /tUN _II \ condition $1000. Call 529.3548 ask
SlOOOobo 529-4826.
lot JeH
4~ .............. 2523Aa128 I 4.13-88·.....
. ..... 3161"'c131
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C'DALE TABLE·SOOTH. 4 ottoched
chaIn. SilO. Unique mlnf chino

~~ S~~~~~~m~~~ ;:"N~~ ~:-88 YAMAHA' . ·V'.AJo988A~~ 1'1974 12.65 2 i.m". cheap /0,renl,
2448 olkfor\\lke.

GARAGE kepi. run••• c., 10 .. 01
."rol 4.••• mit... $2200 call Mark
01549·2490.
4.8·88.
29117AcI30

.-8·88. _ .. _ ......... 30nAcl3O
1978 SUZUKI GS-550, RUNS GREAT.
Great deal. $600 0&0. Ask for 00..
a' ;.9-2490.
4·8·88 ............... 31nAtl30
/CAW KZ 900. RUNS greal. looks

1985 SUZUKI 5SO L. block In color.
Only _
m".s. Greal first blk..

collOKlor doll•• SI40. GIoD display
toble. SSO. 0011 house and fum. $75.
457..!1352a"er3:30p.m.
4-20-88 .............. 23J8AII38
WEDDING /lllfG SET I. iroro.
'Iuo"" koro. diamond, worn two
pold $315.
months. Very
A.klng S275. Coli K.1I1 alter I p.m.
529-4055 .
••5.......... _ ....... 3007.0.1127
KAWASAKI JET SKI 300. Uk. new
$2000 or _
for motorcyc'. 68461U ...nlngs. L_mess0S-.
4-7.................. 3062Afl29
DOGWOOD TIIEES: 8ALLED-

new _trol air. nice declr. "''''Iy
.Ited. $4.000010. . 457-7473.
4-6-88 .............. 217'.0..,28
ONE YEARS RENT buys tbts nice
12.52,2 bdrm han». All oppJlancw
ondolroondIt1oned529·13Z4.
t~!:' "ricHA'ri,; .. LA::~~!!'

~'f:'::::Z·~;::6;=c',!~ !~':°bo·529·3S39·.... 2997Acl28 !'!,7:..~, ':::,,! ::.J·re7.~·:'::::'

~~~~/::': ;;:~, ':~':::' se~ :",:,~ :,::,z~~~ =~: .:~:::s ~65 to opprec:la'"
"rm. 529·r .. J.5.~_

fires. custom covw, S3600
(below blue book) 529-2891 leo..
..... sage.
4.6.................. 3OI1Acl28
'82 YAM MAXIM 5SO NEW In 8.5.
boclr ,.., and wlndshl.lrI. Mini
".w

4-7................ _ .. 3052.o.C,I29
83. ' - In 8.5.
ridden one ,.or. Bette< rooster
/olrlng. boef< re.I "...J rock. block.
$650, 453·3311 ... 245 alter. p.m.

SUZUKI GS450£

~1'~CO".ArdI,..~159~OaoACIJS :~::::as'

3010Acl29
1983 YAMAHA IIXSO 1 ....., blk..
1600 mil••.• harp, .howroom oond.

1985 )(125011 HOND.... GOOD oond..
2000 DCtuoI ml .. SI3SO 0&0. On.

.

...........

:~:a~~ I~ ........

~:~bo~67~~,~~~~~~cl29

3084AcJ35
1974 HONDA 3SO FOUR CYL., only
5000. Adull·rldden mll."

1fO_ ••

1986 KAWASAKI 'DOOR NINJA,
cell.nloondlllon. 687-4545. /I no

:~r;~k.r'~: S425.6871r~'AclJJ :~:-4:r.lea.. m.ssoge.

J9...

1971 ToriNADO

$7500 obo - .
2334A.J37

2'iDirM, PIONEfII2

bcIrrr.. 1976 'u"Imore. 8 bdrm on /01
andoha".997.5421.
~7'"
2 8ORN.·
;;,;.i

1433.
4-12......... , ....... 3174.<.1132

lot. Good oond. 549-65911
4-25-U . ...........•. 2575.... 141
12x6O FUllY FURNISHED. CENTRAL

~ts~~: ~N!.~II~~

~~ on

',0:

',2:, '';';',

. 3006A.129
WEATHERIZED.

CENTRAL 'Aili:
r7:.'u."'·.5.29:J458.",45:i~'JJ

nllhN,

I•.· ·

"·1

Home.

238480145
OISCOUNT HOUSING, land 2 belrm
furnl-Ited opts. 2 mlwes' of Cdo"
lI0m0do Inn, <Gil 684-4145.
4-29... . .. . ......... 238380145
COALE. FUIINISHED APTS. (I bloclr

:::~s..~'J':;,!!,C:6t.':H':'~

$110 .0.1105 bdrm house of 609 S.
penon".. mo. Coli

~'~rt>'S::O:;7;'4~·I.$2500 I.•·. . ·····

~~~ ~~. t.~ .. ~~~.~~ ~~~~:::7
I OR 2 8ORN. APT. S200 ".. mo.
Indudft uili. 910 W. Sycamor•. Coli
457·6r93.I.ave mess. orca" • .,.
4·5·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250080 I 27
3 8011M APARTMENT. EXClUSIVE
0taG. Id.al (or professlollG' Of'
1• ..,IIy. $410 per month. S 100 off I.t
MOl.

Electronics ...... '<:'.•1

_

4·18.....
3184"'cl36 ..
L:."""'"..:.......,.;..~-'-'-'-"""""""~.
!v:~~:ORI2·~6SWiiH.;',k9:;:';;'.
Co.hedrol ceiling, 10 x 10 .hed.
YAMAHA MAXIM 7SO-82 n_ .n 83
~~ S:~EDp:~~!1 Sf~r:ob!/. wosher-dryer. _trol olr, gas heal.
(Glossy 8Ik). Only 10.600 mi. Perf.
lo!:.' Info. repo ",l/nS. 1-518-459.
f.n~ yard, fully ''',"Ished. $7500 FREE 80387 MATH CHIP, wi'" WiSE
Condo $950 Mull S.II549-2044. 129
3S46 .... H657 24 h...
lObo. 457·5455.
J86 compute< and 10 111.8 hard dl.k
•. 7......
. ... 3099Ac
,4.1-88.
. . . . . 2409...dI35
.-21 ............... JI79A.I39 S549500loCommSrsl.ms52\O·256J
12.60 TRAILER WITH 6.12 I/p ou', 5-11-88 ...... _ ..•.... 2972A1I'53
wosher·dryer. dbnwo.her.
PANASONIC STEREO DOUBlE d&<k
cellen, c-ond'ltJon. $4.900. 529-4717 remote eontro' turntable J6 "......
doyond 529-5194 nlghl.
<Ioannneis. Coli 549-0710.
4 . 1 8 . . . . . . . .. _ .. 3193.0..136 4-5-88 .............. J065AlI127
"'~PLE liE COMPUTER. duol disk

I'

I

ill!JW

':;;~::- Coli lyon 01 .549""::~80 139

1············H;;::II;:;:~;:···J E~~~~n~~~~5~~~~:g~:':

FOPAL"S WALLPAPEII OUTLET now
.",... 816 E. Meln ne.' to Holiday
Inn. JOYe up to 80 ~t on

.l:.xpert Radiator and Heater Repair
-Complete One.Step Auto Service
• Major and Minor Repair
• Experienced Mechanics-Competitive Rates

; :.. ;:''':,ocIr~'fJ'::..&t::::U~ I,

550 N. University, Carbondale
529-1711
~.
549-5422

METAL VARIOUS SIZES and colors
#or undetplnnlng sidIng. and _fC.
(.klrt)
mobl" ham.. for $SO or
$60. 529-5S05.
.. 2242.0."45
4-JO.aa .

:. :. . . . . . .

Pet. and Supplle.

.. . . .,•.:;.~.,:

'0

ond foil. Coli alter 6 p.m. 529·2419.
295980 131

~~,~~ H~ •.Ap' ~o. 5..

• ROOM, 2 8011M APT. portly furn .. 6

onIyS5.99.
4-6....

LOVE IIRD BAilES. _ . hand /ed.
457·n04 or 549-3560, osk for Nolon.
4-7'" .... , ......... J042.o.hl29
UNUSUAL "BlUE" r,.,1EA T Done
puppy oWl/lobl. to good home.
Reco_lng from porvo dlsea...
Mull pay bo/O".,. of .,. •. bill.
Lok.. ,d.
529·2236.
4-6....
. ........ 3127A1t12.

mos'

rent.5.29...f360.

SUMMfII SU8LEASE
FURN. I 8ORN. ClOSE to compus ond
moll. 305 S. Loke Heights. Yeor
Jeose "aqufred beginning Aug. 16.
No pets. Wat.r gM frOsh pel Incl.
S200 529·2533.
4.25..... _ . . . . . .
. 235080141
FURNISHED, 2 8ORMS, 5 8LOCKS
/rom compus. no pets, .57·5923.
4.6'" ............... 236180128
SPACIOUS I 8ORN. APT for Summer

Radiator

Aut:~~nter

~;C::Ss/~ t=,::ror~~~

Two-b.droom~.
onerooms and t:nlc:lences.
FUl"nlshea or unfurnJshed. Owners
mow #Owns. fumish wafer, pesf
contro'. _ I refu.. p/clrup ond
security lights, and remove snow
from clly .,dt.wolks. Qulel area.
con.,.nJen' to Hatlonal Food,.
laundromat and down'own. Lower
I"Otes for Summer. lote! very wI,h
size of units. Very compet"'Vf"
OHIo. 711 S. Poplar SI., "mdlan W.
111.111 S... ond S Pop lor S... directly
north 01 Morrl. l.lbrary. Coli 4577352 or 529·57n.
4-27-88 ... _ .......... 234680143
WEST Mill STREET Apartments.
Corbo,..,oa'•. Just ocross street from
campus.in one thousond block Wes'
Mill St_. a bit norlhwnr of MOlT••
Libl"Clry. Two-bedroom furnished or
unfumtshed. Simito,. to townhous ••
bedrooms and both up. no ona
abo"e or below
disturb.
Bedrooms ho~. windows on two
s'dft. eleew".n, venfilotlon. OWners
mow lawns. provide normal refuse
p.ckup ond secu,.lty "ghts ond
remove snow /rom clly .idewalks.
QuI.' Oreg. convenlen' '0 Ntlt;onal
Foods. laundromat. and downrotNn.
Sum".... $260 montlt and foil and

Llbror,..

bed~,".

4.29.88 .............. 2_,45
SUBLEASER NEEDED IMMEOIA TEL Y
through "'ugus •. Cheop-SIIO·month
(negollobl.) L.wl. Pork. Coil 549·
8031 Jon.
4-7-88 ... _ ........... 253180129
SU8LEA~E FOR SUMMEII 2 belrm.
fum. qul.t, _hall bloclr to

eX-I

I

Au".

5·2-88 . . . . . . .. ...... 232580 146
EGYPTIAN PYRAMIO COMPLEX now
ren"ng for Summer and Fall. Best

:.~:.00.~.ft1... . ..... 306OAfl27
METAL VARIOUS SIZES and colors
101' undelJHnnlng. siding. olld etc.
(s~lrt). Mosl mobl" names for $SO
or $60. 529·5S05.
5."'" .
. 3182Afl53

f:J90WOlher.aryw. dlJ~n.:. 5494-7';'
1972

Fer".

':;;:::"6&f~'45......

t:'';,-;;:,!. f'[.}'s,:! :a,>!:J.lo4Q"..

~~~

2427.0..129
fum. con

FOR SALE I 8ORN., I .tudy. fur·
Qt. new lumoce and wat.

1982 HONOA 4SO HAWK. N_ln '87_
Qn;V 2,000 miles. hee"_n' ~n-I'
Price Is negol/obl•. Coli 549·

~~r'

3160.0.<128

I..

1fO/o.

pre,..,.

NEW 3 8011N. 512 So. WolI, lurn,
dOle to iK. Summw or foil. 5293581.529·1820.
4-26·88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3OS080 142
APTS.. HOUSES, TRAILERS, clo .. to
SIU. fum. Summer fK foil §II mo.
/eose. 529·3581 or 529·1820.
4-26-88 .............. 304880 142
8EAUTlFUl 2 8ORN. AVAIL. Mld""'y. FlreplGce. o'r cond.. _ _,
_nod In bocIr porch. Lg. yard wgarden spoce. w-d hook ups. Clean
and qu:.~. 10 mIn. walk to camp"',
Joon 529-4ISO.
4-7'" ............... 300880 129
NICE NEWEll I 8ORN.. fum. clo.. to
bc. 509 So. Woll 313 f. F......on.
SIlO Summer, $2SO foil 9 mo. Ieose_
I or 2 peopI., 529-358 I .
4-26................. 3051801.2
ONE 8D11M APT. clo.. to compu.
slortlng
15, SI95. 549-3666
K.II.y.
4-11'"
............ 305980131
SOUTH POPLAR STlltET Apartments.
Carbondale. Jusf across sfr. .' from

I, 2, ond 3 8t'RM APTS. ClEAN,
qui... close to ",mpus. S....mm.r or
foil. 687·1938.
.
4.11 ................ 222080131
CAII8ONCA.E, FIRST MONT'I " - In
2 bdnn trods .,..., b.hlnd clinic
13SO. 457·3321.
..,... . . . .. ........ 232280 130
TOP CAR80NDALE LOCATIONS FOR
I and 2 bdHn 'urnished opts. no

:~7' S~' ~:rc!:;om~

,,,,,,,'re

V.,.

moJ. 1ttcrM. frosh pickup 'urn, no
pets. $18.5 mo. M'bon> 684-2760.
U ... ....... _....... 302980130
I BOIIM. FUIIN. AC, .ery nl.,.1
Sub'lKISe for Summer only. Close fo
campus. Ask obouf op'. no.3_ Cell
687·1938 .
4-11'" .............. 299680131
SUBlEASER NEEDED FOR Summer.
~ Ilklge. turn .. oc", 1NOSherdryer. SI25 p·mo. SI••e, 529·2750.
4-6.a8 .... _. _ .. _ ... , . 3:13280128
NEW 2 8D/IMS, 516 So. Poplor 2 or 3
fum. $300 Summer, S85 Fall.
9mo
ir.-_ _.
.......

I 801M,
FURNISHED. MUR·
PHYS80t0. oil utl''''.s po'd. J.use
ond deposit. Coli 684-6775.
4-8-88 ............... 319080130
Spring 1360 month, OH, .. 711 S.
Poplar SI .. I~ncljan W. 111.111 St. and S.
Pop'o,. St .. dlrKt'y north 0# Morris
Library. Call 457-7352 or 529-5n7.
4·27-88 .. _ ........... 234780143
SHARE HALF OF Iorge house near
campus. Newly remodeled. un-

======."".mj peop".

III""''''''''"".

l

.:."::'"

Furniture .:.".·.:·.. ··· ..

_'_~,~5"~-!'!!358~'.5~29!'! .!'! '820_

!~T:~~:'~':,s.~

A)\v8.J!S 8

1AI'Cond ....."'"

and up. lecll..... , $98_ Various
colon and.",... WlidwoocISo,... 3

In' ernalional Class,fied Advertising Week·

SwlmmIOlJPooI

C~:~~5~_:;\'._GlantCttylload.

Winner!

1.. IIyCcupoted

·Ng"r:.:~~
Whlrlr:~.::..":h.,.0::"::~

!-::"'-S:A' · ..EFitiG ......

~~

~_. Mus' .ell 529-5620.

furniture old _

~~~:55~~or~~·.~~.'·256180130

.. ml.....,

EXTRA NICE 3 8O/IM. 2 boths, opplla_ cent olr _
haok "p
decIr,';" peis.
I8JI EI";

a-toCompuo
Cho..-IGriIl.

sm.

~~687~'.053.at:_~5P;;5s80130

Oeor.eto_

Eff,d.nelllS Only

I 1207 S. W.II
QUAD~
C d.l.

L1IZ1U'Y Apt••

THE

.. 13 _ t . tum

~:.':':!".:.1~n:N.7e~1fO

1

457-4123

=bCti:f,~!:~==~
!...._Show~Sail!lAp~t•..I.l~Oi£:.~~I';.:l:r':2:00~':::..M_-F_-II
dftk.
and .-.c

=. ......

~~~;~~;~i::J;~J§

woman, grod. $28.5 011 bills pold.

==.=~~,Apts.
'~LL &~ING-

,

~!'-:Y:S .ANTiQUEs' .~:;

International Classified Advertising Week
April 1 0-16, 1988

!

APARTMENTS
SIU APPROVED

2.3.4 Per_D.
8ummera:l'aU
L_..;1:;,;;;2;,;;......2_1,..;.,7;;.........

_~

Place an ad to begi n Apri 111-15 and get

~~~:

3I2IAml.

MEW TOWMHOUSE
APARTMEMTS

51.00 OFF
(ad must run 5 or more days)

Can 536-3311

with

I
I

I~~

I

Nad)!WIreIn.GulforunltSlSOobo.
Colllnan 549-1 193.
4-7................. 2912An129

Malibu Village

~~ ...... i;i()GiA~"',!!"~t:

=,,!:~':,n~...:,,-:.:l:'.uro:

• . Coli

I ~:

Attdr

~1

54~

-I

..... _ ...... 307IIAn'" ,

II

No. Of Days To Run ______
Clas!iification ______________

:~~

For more Information call5Z'-10IZ

$lUI

Ad

I (.~uir'" for oHic. u.. only)

='t~"::'~ ,/!h';:.

GIIffAII.....55 AND , - , ...........
tro ......Ip_. _ . 11y"'.
Grad. 14 ......"".•k·, 549-610411.

Per

IStart Date

lush mil

eOn. block
from campus
eWasher/ Dryer
eMicrowave
e2 full bathroom
eDishwasher

~h!dlo~="':'';.:.=~ 1........=~__="""'I;;;;;=...Ii;;;;;;="""==.".._..
4-25................. 2JS9An141
GIlSON us PAUlllepitoo $100_ Also

~--7~D~a~~--+_~~--4_~~_.

Cost

ond IIv.

WHO OJD VICE PIIESlOfNT

.poe.

Print y""r clolli/ied od in the
provided. Moil olong with your cMck to the
Doily Egyption Clollified Dept .. Comm ..nicotiOM luilding. SlU. Carbondol., IL 62901

Ili~[111 ~lr.rITImfil \\\II

I
I

.tudlo

~~'.... _........ 2573Anl21

\ Daily Egyptian Classified Mall-In Order form

II

.trong

309 W. Colle!Je
509 S R r
. . aw 1"g5
519 S. Rawdng5

~~=~ '1;.,-;'::~
~~:;: ~~~ItT~:i'

r------------------------------------y
I
I

;:. ="

LOCAI.aANO.lT'_mo"~

II

Now Renting for
Sammeraad
FaHl8SS
ApartmeDta.1IoWIe8, MobUe Bo

52'·4301

,.:,-::'::':' Apartment. '.'.: ...:.......)

t
City

, PI .~ eIY'le 10 my ctedil and:
, 0 V.:t'"
0 MasterC.a,.d

Stol.

Zip Code

Phone

Pf.aHloi"u,"roufcred:tcard ••plfationdat.KtW9C011ptOCft1yOYtorder

I~TTI I I I
I Signature

LLLi

vod,tCG<d.KjM.at... _

I aet Results With The D.E. Classified! aD!

~

~

I
I

I·

I
I
I

\____________.____________. . ___________J
Page.14, .Daily Egyptlan, APn1;" 1988

c/o..

2, 3, 4 and 5 8O/IM. FURN, AC. <Dlor
to SIU. May or AUIf. A .....
I.•.•
noon. 457·n.2 or54f-426S.
5-" ................. 21_153
I, 2. ar 3 IOIIM APT. FUIIN or un·
fum, DC, Mor or AUIf. A..... noon.
457-7782.
5·"'" .............. 210380153
LAIIGf 2 IOIIM. QUIET ........ near
Carbondole Cllnllt. Fu,.nl.h.d· .
unfurnl.hed, SJ60 up. 549·6125.
,
4-7.................. 217980129 ;

I

~A~~r:;"':".,jj=.~=

'::".;,457-5276.

. 211980130

i

At ftoI'II ftenbII5 we
~1Iful.tIme

profe5IonIII maIntenInce
starr and II Z4-fIour
emergenc:y phone number.

Come dIeck out OW low
'.

BOIIt. CoDe,e

-'~!P 457-4422

I~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..:.

Sunglasses

8yJed Prest
C'mon ... afe you

lyln9 or JU5t stupid?
/

MURPHYS8OIIO VEIIY NICE 3 room
apartmen •. Furnished. ul//III.I paid.
no pets, aIr qul.t country
surTOundln",. "7·1267.
4-11-88 ............... "9680130
I ONE 801!M UNIT. unfurnlJlled.
lame urllllle. paid. "50 per mo. 3
m'''' eal' at Corbonc/ale In quI..
n . ' g h _ . pe.. al<ay. coli 937·
3918.lfnaans_call"",,'n.
4-14-88 .............. 317280134
SPACIOUS FUIIN .• 2 8OI!M. wllh /p.
dot. ul/I. Indud..J. Clo.. 10 compu•.
May 10 AUI/. lea... 549·5596. 5490088.
4·1-88 ............... 307380129
I BOI!M APT. AVAIL. May 15 • AUI/.
15 wll" apI/on far Fall. $265 mo. plu.

h:~i=~bI~:~~;~~"

4-15-811 ............. 307480135
2 8ED/IOOM APT. SYCAMORE 5•.

~~~' ~~ ~'ir~ '~t9.~~

evenIngs.

Now Leasing
For Spring ... &. 'i9
Furnished
one bed~ooms.

and ~Icienci@ls

Incluel'",
Carpet&Ai~

Laundry Facilities
VVate~. T~ash & Sewe~

Clean & Quiet
No Pets
.Shown by Appointment
Only

I

549-6610

Imperial Mecca
. Apartments
~£U~~

9;.. Preview some of
Carbondale's finest
two bedroom
apartments. VAIL,
PARKTOWNt, TRAILS
WEST, HICKORY GLADE.
Good locations
Great Prices

~'Todayfor
Occupancy Now,
Summer or Fall

WoodruH Service.

~~57-3321
MEADOWRI
~

IS Surprlslngl
~

LOVELY I III. APT. gule•• _Iaus
".,.am only. Newly redecorared.

schaa'.

Oak I/oan. Ic>w urI'.. close 10
Til AUII. 15 ....."lIan 10 renew 457·
4803.
4-29.., . . . . . . . . . . . . 3Oa580 145
GEORGETOWN
APARTMENTS.
LOVEl V neww furn. Of' unfum.
Renl/"II Fall. Sum...... fa< 2.3.4
people. [)jlplay open 10·5:30 dally.
,29·2187.
319580146
5·2-88

~:.

~
Brand New
3&4
Bedroom
Townhouses
• Conveniently located
• Next to school
on Wall & Campus
- Extras Include:
Washer/Dryer
Heat Pump
Dlshwa~hpr

CALL TODAY
_

457-3321

... Yoo can't

~~I ~

·3 bdrm som. Iow"on t:1V'O". August

15· 529-1324.
4·21-88 .............. 2554BbI39
FURN 4 801!M HOUSE• .,11 urll. In:l.
Clo••
CGmpuI. avaIl. May 15. 457·
5080.
4./1.88 .............. 2358Bbl31
HOUSES. 34. and 5 bdrm. 5 block.
from t:Ornpus. no pefl. fum .•

'0

Hou... :".:'.:'.::::':.:::1:1

~If:::~·:= :::.~;;~

4 8DIIM HOUSE. FIIRN. oc. color t....
da•••o SIU. AvoII. May. Aller noon.
457·"82 or 549-4265.
5·/1-88 .......... , ... 2106BbI53
SPACIOUS FURN. OR umum. all
brIck. 3.4. ar 5 bdrm.....-gy
eHlele,," quJetoteO. "57-5276.
4-8-88 ............. " 2211BbI30
ENGLAND HEIGHTS HOMES. 2 bdrm

well kept. furnished house. No pets
549-0826.684-5917.
4·25-88 ............. 2408Bb141
FEMALE fIOOMMATES N£<OED lor.
bdrm
Fall ..m .. do.. 10
compus. SI25mo. 457·5606.
4-6-88 .............. 2968Bbl28
3 BEDROOM HOUSE. AVA'LABLE
now. Close'o SIU. SOo4 S Waslli/"gton
5•. $330 per manlh. Soulh Wood.
lIenra".529·1539.

If:':::'.':::.':

O:~;:d. ::;nl!;..,~n:r::;~~~;~

mo. CoU 451·7J;J7 ar457-8220afle..s
p.m.

1 4·12-811 .............. 2304BbI32
NICE 2.3.4 and 5 bdrm hou.... I an
Mill 5 •. Coli Clyde Swanlon a' 529.
5294.

;g,,~i>Aif' i.i:iCAiJOHl~Bb~1l

2.3.4. and 5 bdrm furnished hou....
nape... CGII6IJ4.4145.

~,~1>tNi: ·HOUSiNG·.· 2.~~as:r!

"ou...

t;i7tH' .0;.; . si .'2 . 8001ms,:,~!~

Acreage and pond. 5450 mo. R.'.
ond drtpOJJt. Call 457·2790.
4·5-88 ............... 3037Bb127
3. 4. 5 8fD/lOOM 9 011 12 MONTH
Iea.e. vwIous locatION. Cia.. 10
compus
Bryan! Renra... 457·

~..a8

Pau'

............... 30368b121
4 BOI!M MILE AND a quarter ea•• an
p.,rk from Wall. SI50 mo. 011 ""I.

FOIl RENT 2 or 3 bdrm In Cortervl'Ie.
........., aIr. $275 mo. Call 529·2040.
ask /at- Charll•.
4-14-88 .............. 3166B!>134
THREE HOUSES. FURNISHED. Faur
&.drooms. no ".11. lease .-.qulrM.
457·1427. Cia.. 10 campu•.
4·28·88 .............. 3'65Bbl44
SUMMER AND OR Fall. CIoJ. 10
campus. E_fro "'ce 2. 3. and ..
~;~~um.. Insuloted. no pets.

5·11-88 ............. 31678b153
HOUSE. 3 801!M.. LIVING. dlnl"ll.
kltch.n. unfum .. ~rpeted. no pets.

~~s,~o~~,,:; ~S4;m::m1s~:

5358 afler 5 p.m.
4-8-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3076Bb' 30
NICE OLOER 3 8ORM. 10m. S/g yard.
qul.t area. unffJrn_ 9'S W.
Sycomore. $420 mo. , rr _ contract
beg. Aug. '5. Nop.... 451·7645
5·1l·" . . .. . .. . .. . .
3 J258b 153
UNBELIEVABLE SUMMER SUBLEASE.
8rand new 2- bd'nn. on compus drl" •.
Dishwosher.
wosh.r~dryer.
microwave. ca. AvaIlable June r.
457-8194.549·3973.
4·29·88 .............. 31228b145
COTTAGE. FURNISHED. ONE ma'.
no pe... phone 457-$466. 7
a.m.-Sp.m.
4-6-88 . .
. ......... 3015Bbl28

.Iud."•.

1.----HO-UlD
---(....I . . ., _..... rall ..tIon'
:.':.:::~';'.::::~"f...!:".:~

bdrm furr.I."od "ou.... 2 ml wes.at
C'da/eRamada Inn. call 684.4145.
4-29-88 ..•........... 2385Bb145
4 BDl!M. 2 BATH. B'G roam..
remad./ed. nice. 304 E College.
OYOllo~Aug+ •• $5OO.1-9B5-2567.

~~~od. 529·3513. 3 peap/alNlod I
4·26·88 .............. 30398b142
2 801!M HOUSE UNFURN .. avo/labl.
May 15.5t9-4871.
4·8-88 ............... 3017BbI30
I OR2 SUBLEASERS BEG.NNINGMay
JS. Many conven#enees. close to

3.3C1C".edorviewlP*raon,.....2mor.

mlA. itom town Use of swimming

549·3666.
4·"-88 .............. 2986Bb131

-4.

~:'~19,,:::,;.r:::9. ~~ ~:~S;:::

I ~~I·. avallabl. Summer or Fall. s.p.

5.

::A~T;F·UL 'COU'NTRY' S~~.'2~

~:ro~·K~~r:y~otlob'•.

~~;. ~O:;;",.'~1:M~-:'r.or=~ I ~~;;:f~~~~S';,!~:,'::.R:
responsible s,vdents on'v. S800 rno ... \ 4-8·88.
porents s;gnoture needed fOl" leese

~V:~'dt~~C;:;:~:~"253

... ..... .. - 3016ibl30

before

!C~U:lk~D:'mH~S::~ ~~~~~

4-a·88 ............... 23.3Bbl30
SfVERAlAVA'L BEG. Aug. 16. Yeor

Foil. $300 mo_ Summ.r. Call 457.
4030after5p_m

'eoser.qu".d. Close to COITIpU$. no
pe ... S3OO-S500.529-2533.

4-27-88 ...•.......... '99OBbI43
EXTRA NICE 3 801!M. 2 baths. Of>"

:g~-rBSDROOM'8EH'ND:::~!':

.,...IIabJe In Augus. for 9 or 12

~":~'.~~~~~~' ....•. 2S648b130

::r-,:.; r:::: ;:;5.W,-:a~ 1::

Mb",.... .,'-IG53after5p.m.
4-$-88 ............... 315911b'.JII

I.

All UIII.... fndodod/"OOmo.
2. I'~ m"......' OftI':'" f ...... w.1I
more

."""'.I ........

Wcnhorlp,y... All U.Ili1;.. Inc .
5100 omo.

~::o~oa"tlDrye(jnc~

50700k.38d"" (ReGINa,

~ri'7~~=/!,::rpenon
::N~A.=: 3ldrm

Garage:. Washer/Dryer
$315 0 mo.
6. 913W.Peam.3&drm IPMh)

family Room. FI~'DQI

W~"""'/Dry.r.lEncl0Md6ock

Pord\.Park.oyF~oon.

7. 1112 E.

=":'7.;.".

, - _ ........
""UtilHloo'_ .,,. ...
529-35'3

Now Renting For Fall And Su......er
Office at 703 S. III. Ave., Carbondale
ONE ''P'??''

301 N.Springer
1.2.3••

5CMS.Ash •• 5

502 S.IIeverid~ 2
511 S.IIeverid~ I. 3
51. S. 1Ieverid~ •
602 N. Carico
~W.CoIlttgfI I
GW.Elm I
.a2'h E. H..ter

~ S. University (North)
S.U I • ;it.
310E.CoIlttgfI
ss.W. Walnut 3
W. Sycamore (_'.
_I)

*'\

.1.

210 Haspital 2
58J i ... NAilll(l,ulIl)
202 N.
2. 3

'apia. it,

4Gt\,.tt i

1.

5()7W.MaIn 2
ss.W. Walnut I. 2
41. W. Sycamore
<_t)

<_,)

IIWI'P!99M

..........

.10S.Ash

1116..

.....

5111." .... I
51. S.1ev8ricIge
I,

..... S

a

51. S.IIeverid~
1,_3
510N. Carica
602 N. Carico
503N.Allyn
IJI1'IN.Allyn

3I1W.Cheny
_u.s •• ,EI.
0108 W.Chen'yCI.
409 W. ct.ny CI.
~W.Collttgfl 3 .•
. 5OOW.CoIIttgfI I

:485£. F

...

. " E.F....man
507!11. S.Hay"
~
.a2'~ E. H••ter
.06'~ E. H ••, ...
.08'~

E. H..t...
.10E.H,,'.r
288llospilol 1
210 Ho.pital 3
61.5. Lo",,"
S07'~ W. Main (back)
2815. topl.
906 S. McDaniel
"DOW. Oak 3 (back)
482 '
... alllul
703 S. /llind. 202. 203

.o7W.CoIlttgfI I. 2. 3

". 5
409W. Collttgfl 2, 3 •••
5OIW.CoIIttgfII.2.3
503w.CoIIttgfI 1,2,3
310E.CoIlttgfI
48t[.F

POUIIIpIOOM
~

~

_5..

,EI.

aW.ct.nycI.
409W. ct.ny CI.
«I2W.CoIIttgfI
~W.CoIIttgfI

3
5OOW.CoIIttgfI 2
301 Crestview Ln.
303 Crestview Ln.
305 Crestview Ln.
.11E.FI'HIIIGII
303 S. forTeat
5205. Graham
~

5135. Hay.
«I2E.H..ter
.o6E.H..ter
oI08'h E.....ter
2lXlHospIlal 2
611 Kennlcolt
6105. Logan

61.5. Logan
906W.McOanl.1
.aow. Oak 1(_1).
2(_01)

509 S. Rawling. 2. 3.
•. 5
.e. 5. II' »11, (1101 Ih)
ss. W. Walnut 3
402 'h W. Walnut
906W. Walnut
309W. Colleg. I. 2. 3

l~.

11.' Ie .1.... I
510 N. Cotico
3OOE.CoIIttgfI
«I2W.CoIIttgfI
5OOW.CoIIttgfI 2
emw.CoIIttgfI
301 Crestview In.
303 Crestview In.
305 Crestview In.
513S.Her«I2S.....ter
.o6S.H..ter
2IXIHOlpital Dr. 2
6105. Logan
•

61.S. Logan
.13W.Monroe
.aoW. Oak I (_t).
2(_>

51.N.Oaidnnd
519S.Rawlings I.
209W.ct.ny
311W.o-r, I
II&IS.U i

ii,

FaU Lower S..,mm.r rote~ 28 yeor1o
In Mob". Home renlah,
For
knowledge at MotJ,jh, HC:"":'I1It ', ... ,n9
check WIt" LIS fu"sl. 'hen com~re

No appo,ntment necilusory Sorry

b:CO:~ Qh::~:!~O~,~:~~ 2Ma;~{;

~gt::~;~6" E~~~~Zf::::n~.c:.:C,7;
H.:>me Pork . Close 10 rompus it . .) I
Sau.h 549·4713
6.28.88
. . . .. ... 2533Bel62
IN CITY LIMITS. natural gas heal. SO
gallon we'.r
range, city
sewer. police and "~re
protKfion. Fros,·lrH r.frlgerotOt'.
abou' two·ton oJr condmon",
Furnlsh.d cr ,,"'urnish.d. 01'1
foo'ings In ground below 'rostlll'lC.
G;'IIdlored' wl,h ,t.,.J cables. un·
derskJrlod or underpln"ed. ond
good IIIsu'a"on Increg,e s'ablllty.
sGfety and savings:. WhM lots in·
crease privacy. Owners mow 'awns.
prov'de normal refuse pickup.
security Ughts Gnd removed of ,now
from city sidewalks. Summer S 170
month. fGU QntI Spring 5230 man,h

d_,

pr'va"

?t~I~~'~. s,;:"'fo~asl/~~=':-~::~
a'529·5111.
Marrl.
Call 451·7352 or
Ubrary.

:::~~Nrpe::."":'.1~ ('t.;

4·27-88 . .. . ......... 2349Bcl43
,"UROALE HOMES. CARbONDALE.
~es' J,de campus. ,unctlon Tower
Rd. and W. Murphysboro Rd .. far·

rln9)·
. lJ988blJ6
4·18·88 .
====""""~,.."..,..,.,.,..,.

I.r:"

Mobil. Hom..

heg'.r.

"NO'''.

'.;.~

':,er::,:;,:~ 'L~:':~' ~!:.~,!:;:,~:

~ ~:,~~~~~Jer!~~~:'C.:'::

about two mJles Of' leven mlnu'tt$
from compv. or dawnlawn Con.
venient,o west side campus

FOSTER RENTALS RENTING lar
Summer ond foil. fumllhed. cor-

:-~~ C%-:.nfoU=:.~~~n:: p~r;t
Streef. no pets. 529-5505.
4-30·8B " ............ 2243Be145
CARBONDALE fOIl lENT or for- so,.
2 bedroom. clean. coli 529·2432 or
684·2663.
4-14-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2469Sc'14
2 BlOCKS FROM CAMI'"US. nlc..
qul.t. I and 2 bedroom mob".
homes from $200 month, furnished.
a>rpeled. air candltloned. cable •.•. •
lots of
q,Ie'. (awner II ... an
premises). Parlcvlew Mobil. Homes.
90S E. Park-H... ra !he Wash Hous.
Laundrorna.. 5Io..... ng 1·5 dolly.
SGr.-Sun. byoppoln'ment529-'324.
4·12-88 .............. 2255BeI32
IIIAND NEW /987 ENERGY eHielen.
mob/I.-homes. Lg. bdrm•• 2 full
!.c>ths. /g. deck. carport. quI.'
:shaded' lot. gas and oppL cen'ro'
aIr· 5"9·1324 ·Parlrvl_ Mobl'.
Home.· ShowIng I to 5. M·F.

'se:vc:::'s'on
Chautauquo city s'r. .ts ond sno",,",
rout... and 10 Kroger. Counlry Folr.
laundromats. olher Murdo'. I"'~
vices. and SIU airport. No hl9hways
Of railroads to obs.ruct. eoch 12 fee'
x S2 'Nt. two bedrooms obo4.t. 'he
some size. bafh In betwee" for
FN"lvocy. Eoeh has own walk-ln. oH
'he ground. lockobl. s'oroge
bul'dlng. Lo .. abaur SO f_. wid •.
.hade ....... hard.urfac<od parkIng.
cable oWlIlable.
4·27-88. . . . . . . . . .. . 2_BeI43
SUMMER RENTAL: 3 8DIIM fr/ . ....,Ih
addition. furn. s'orage Jhed.
WedgewoadHII ... SI40omonlhper
".,.on. coli 5~·2888.
4-13·88 ............. 2993BeI33
2 BDIIM FURN.. VACANT 1m·
m.dlately. Unlv. Hts .. call 457-8372
4.12-88....... . .. 3126BelJ2
FOSTER RENTALS RENTING far

j.'!'~~ES 'AVA/LABlE ·SU':;~~~~3J.
or foil. Fond I. bdrm. centro' a·c.
furnished. Qul.t porle dose to
compu•. 549·5087 If 00 an.....r

c:rchored. dose
campus on Pork
Street. NOpef:s.S29·5S0S.
5·"·88
3183Bel53

po;: ::

h'!1n

fll

tr_.

!~dm~r..,a:.!. Fa~n:~;;in:r~-:';

'0

~~;;~:8'~~~.~~~~: .. 2S22Bcr381_~ _
~~. ''::~r 2fc!E~~= h~~i: ! .

-. -..-..' .'
Room.

L~_._. _.· ~."".~.~. ~,,~_--,

coun,ry locatio". 5 min. to campul

~:~~:8urn.<ab~.Ph .. 5~.::::~; \' fURNISHED

PRIVA

TE ROOMS

Summ~ and Fall. close to c~mpus..
all utI I Incl. PrivQ'e refr _ In 'four

VERY NfCE 14x70 two bdrm. prlvote
'0'. No'u!'olgas ond cable. 529-444-4

~~a riEi'ROOM' Moeu 2~!~~51.~ \ ~;h~;:~ebZh d:~~:d °4n~d7t6aeO
:::.:.'_. SIJO..S2S0perman.h. 529· I ~:di':URNISHED .OOMS.2~~'::~1~
4-8..fJ8 ... , ••.........

U3B8d301

TWO EXTIlA LARGE bdrms. two full
bath. furnIshed. aup#tletl. a.n. afro
c:~ far Iwo ""IIf... no pe... 549·
4.25-88 .............. 2445Be141
2 BED/IOOM 12' and 10'. a-c. furP .. 2
m/.....t.SI3I).SI75.S220mo.Qul••
549-6598 .....

4·25-38 .......•...... 2.uBae14J
2 BEDROOM TRAILERS. QUIET.
par/<Ing. CIC. car" Summe.- or Fal/

doubl•• air conei.• ~80r eampus. Cal.'

01' pick up oppllcotlons now. Low
ra'es. WtHIcIy. monthly ••m.sJer

~;;~S;;~~

ar:;o;"if' a~-;;7~ng

8optl.t Student C_ ..... 701 W. M,ff
529·3552. A nlceplocera live
4·6-8B ............... 2337BdJ28
SOUTH POPLAR STREET Room. ond
.H:clenc,.s, Cdo'-. Jus' OO'Oss
fram compus. In s...n·
Hundred block S. Poplar S... dIrectly

.t,...

=~.=:~c!ds:.!:5~~JJ:.r :,~f ::~rr~tv~:,.aflry·O~Z. Sl~::
t::CWDAU' Vfiy' N'a~,!~5i r:;;:t:~=n'~= !:'.~:~

bdrm. furnished. No pebi. 3 miles
ea ... o.patll. 549·3043.
.... '2-88 ........... , .. 297B8cI32
2 8OI!M FURNISHED. CLOSE '"
campu.. _
carpet. ."..... In.
lulotiOft • .,..... nlc:e. 529·~ or 45747115.
4·12-88 .............. 3_'32
2 BEDROOM 9 OR 12 MONTH lease.

.ad! with Its own both. furnlshed~

Owners provIde In ren.. all ulll"'•••

pes. control. normol refuse p,r;kup.

"9""

.eetlNIy
and In_ remova'
/ram clly .ldewa'ks. Oule. area.
conven'en' to Notiono' Foods.
Ioundroma. and dawnlawn. La-.
roles for Sum....... R_ vory wllh
.,.. at unl". Very campe''''''

1_

4·5'" .............•. 303SBel21
SUPfII NICE SIHGl.ES or daub'..
accupondfl
I m". /ram S'U·

north a' Martil LIbrary. Coli 457·
7352 or 529·51n.
4-27-88 .............. 23458d143

~=~~"-!:. ~~.~~.~~'~ca~=n~.l·

ool/.l/lnals :::lile - . . . R.nral. I·
833·5475.
4-_ .
.. 3OII5IIc142

FOREST

C'o.e 10 com"",. SI45 mo. plus .",.
lourIhurl/. TaddReld549-7/l1U.
4·11-88 .•............ 30908d131

HALL

Now accepting applications
for Summer & Fall
- Free Cable TV in every room
-1 Block from Campus
-Sophomore approved
-Friendly, Courteous Service
Forest Hall
820 W. Freeman
457·5631

(I.osll)

so. E. Collttgfl98S-2S67
316 lynda

flY"m!OOM

3OOE.CoUege
305Creslviewln.
.. 13W.Monroe
51. N. Oakland

SlXIIDIlOOM
.aoW.Oak
SEVIN IEDROOM

.aoW. Oak

NC)W RENTING fOR Surnm8" and

;::'1~~=;.~~S;s:::..compus ~:c;/'~!1 ~opt:;.~~· ~~~,"r:c.w,y

6OtN.Allyn
503N.Allyn

503 N. Allyn
60t N. Allyn

510M.Carico
Dl!!5L.~

Call: 529.1082

~

.10'h ·E. H..ter

Affordable.
From '170 per parson

LAIIGf 4-6 8DRM HOUSE· /g. yard. 2
fIreplaces. 'ob of 'rees. reosonabJe
utI'.• across from Solukf loundromol
an Highway 51 SauIh. AvaIl. May 15

SMALL ONE BORM on Giont CIIy
BlacKtop_ Coli 457-8J55 os.k #or PhI'

Smlfh Af'.r7p.m .• 51·8..... S
4·12·88
3194Sb132
CLEAN 3 8DRM. FURNISHED. New
corpeting, w-d hookups. all g05.
Insulaled. quiet orea. st:trts May
S4{15 529·/218.549·3930.
4·/J-88
. . . . . . . . . 3094Bb'31
FUIINISHED 3 BORM HOUSE. Car·
pering. 'or9. rooml. n.w r.'r~9·.
l"suJa'ed. all gos. large yard SIor's
May. $450. 529·'218.549·3930
4·/J·88 .............. 30938b131
s.o\ALL GEODESIC DOME near 'ake.
wood•. mall. 2 bdrm. $loW mao 457·
2918.venln g,.
5·2·88 ............... 3092BbI46
NEAll THE REC-CENTER. new 2 bdrm
fownhome one and a naIf baths. oH
st...' porking. centrol 0". 54'·3913
ar451-8194.
5·2-$8 ............... 3123Bbl45
SEE THE REC-CENrER /ram yaur fron.
Brand _
huge 3 bdrm
lawnharne. di.hwasher. ml.,..."..,...
wosfwtr-dtyer.
f.t1COd polIo.
Sign'. leas.. now for Aug. I occupancy. Sorry no pe... 457-8194.
549·3973.
5·2-&8 ............... 3120Bb145
MURPHYSBORO. I BDIIM. QUIET.

SIX BUNDRED FREEMAN
Now renting for Fall Acad. Yr.
Free cable T. V. in every room
1 Block from campus
All utilities paid

Sophomore approved.
549-6521

800 FREEMAN

Daily Egyptian, AlJril5', 1.98a, Pa\1,e 15

REPA'II PERSON NEWED Electronic
and Meenanlcol tro~n,"g reo-,t/ired.
~us,

hallD CWS fundmg. J&pp/r

0'

You say you've
tried everything
and nothing
seems to work!

Disabled Stuchtnt Serv{,.s. Woody
Hall S·15O. 453·5738
3055C127

'·5·as

5endyour
message in a

Smile Ad.
Deadline at 2pm.
two dayS prior
to publication.
For more information
contact Rick at
the Dailv Egyptian
Rm.1259Comm.
Building or call
536-3311 ext. 217.
SUMMER LIFEGUARDS. THE Fields
Ar,"-'rlmeflts. 100 S. lawJl LoM'.
C dole I, now accepllng oppllcotlons
'hru 4-B for pori-time Summ.,.

:.::r.~:' !:s,"'"&.-:: t:
c-rtlfled In odvonc.d life saving
fOE.

4-8-88 .
NOW HIRING FOIl S""ng ,>nO
Summ.,. semest.r, ,barlendrenes.
IINOU,eun. doormen (mLlst be 6'2.
225 fb.s-J- Apply In person 9 o.m. _ 6
3175&.127/ p.m. Galsb~'s. 6011S.IL Ave.
5·11·88
...
. .. 2168C153

3113CIJO

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED fIX

Foil, Spring to s~ 'ro~l.r .. $120

mo., a-c:. nl'tW carpet, chton. edal..
nice, non-smalt.,.. 893-2039

'·5·88

ROOMMATES
TO SHArtE homeplus
lor
Svmmer
semM'er

. . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Sl2.5.~

3~~~'.s, 2 blocks from campus;. 687-

'·8·88

_ _ _ _ _JICIII:I_ _'"

i

COLLEGE GRADUATES

n~Sf;

bdrm

Hardwood floors. all
Bosom.nt 418 W
Sycamore. S'.$O Storts May 5291218, ~.9·3930
. 3095Be1l1
'·"·88 .
;n~uIDted.

2 MALES WANTED FOR 'urnlsloed 3

bdrm

dIJP'.~

qui.t or.o

A,,., w-d hookvps.,

well insulated. StaHs

May $135.529·1218,5.9·3930

•. II.a8

u.s. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL
SEXUALLY TRANSMlnED DISEASE
CONTROL PROGRAM

Duplexe.

qu:.t
,..Jllhborhood. No pets. $330 offer S
549·7152
31298f13O
.·8-88
BDRM

FUIlN.

CLEAN

2·3 SDIIM, CLOSE TO c,mpus and
moiL No p41tJ. Veor leOS8 required
n.s,r,ning Aug. 16. $300·$400. 529·
2533
4.22-88
235181140

CARBONDALE 51 SOUTH 2 ml.. 2
bdrm. oPP',onc.s. furnished. a.r. no
".... C""n. $300 549-0320.
4·5-88 .
243181127
2 SDRM 1.5 MILES SOVTH 01 ~IU 0f1
IU, SI S225 pet' mo. rrcuh water.

feow ,..uoge. 457·6r93 or."..
. 2.9981127

• ·S·as

TOWNHOUSE

2

8DRM

UN·

FURNISHED. very nice. ae. 2 m"_,

eostn.wlt. 13. S4'-6.598ev."'"1lS
248281136

.·,,·as ..

Wanted to Rent
ASSIST. PROF WANTS houH or apr.
to rent In C'dale from Aug. 1988
Jun" 1989. Call collect 504·394·52.,

'0

Ask for MaTi' Morgon

299511g131

{_:IB> I 5i!,WI I
I

GOVERNMENT JOSS.
$ 16.0.0./
$59.230 y. Now h,rlng Your Ar8'o r
805-687-6000 EXf. R·9501 for cvrrent I

~:,~~Hf$t

Bachelor's degree or related
experience required.
&mti.Qns availgble ngtionwide
Must be willing to relocate
initially to areas where needs

.exW...
Spanish speaking ability highly
desirable for some positions.
Applicants must be citizens of
the United States.

f:d'!H:r-x:::
ca'?'.!, -:.-:....=:
Susan Gram...... co.1ect 618·259·
Than"',

2443FI]3

.·13-88 .

Mon'hly promotional 'nvesfment.
Comm/tmen' ond deli,.. to sUCC'Nd.
If ""u feer you m_1 above
quol"lra"ons. w. plan on heiplng
)"OIl succeed. You can save and
make montty'. and do ., porf.-flm•.
Send 15.00 loT comprehensive Information and eassette; PC Cnlcogo.
323 S. Franklin. Room P·265.
Chicogo, 1160W6·7095.
4-15-88 .
. 3168C135

CHILDLESS AFFECTIONATE COUPLE
...ldnl1 Infonl 10 adop•. W. off.,.
stablilly. Iov. and a Jorge e.tended
fomily. Willing to meet you. Ca"
coiled anytl"" (312) 52.·9641.
C'ndy and Dan.
IqJIF53 .
5·11-88

To the
Teacher
of the
Future

GIIAOUA 1£ ASnST aSHIP. AT the
Student Heol'h As..sstneon' Cent.,..
o Well".ss e., tIN' program In 'he
Cent.,.. lor nexl Foil rind

$tcJdenl

r::f,p!~~~frs;,e:~.~!::=
01 SIU s,uden". Musl

""v. flOOd

IXor

end written COmmunko"on skills.
Ex"",'.n<8 and len_ledge In _,th
with a weUna" orl&n~otJon
ntqulred. Send <ovw
and
ftiume '0 Chr's Labyk. Studerf
Heol,h Asseslmen' Center. Studen'
C.n •.,. SIU. Carbondale, II. 62901.

'.11.,.

~n.'",~pplic~~a~:.Ar,~30

_Ie . . . ,. ....

0'

CASH IN A Frash
TI'Ode<' World.
we buy gold. lOS W. Walnut. S49·
3438.
..... 2_,36
.... 1S-88
LOVING COUPLE IN1£RESTED In
ocIopIing on Infon'. If you lenow -=I
anyone who i~ considering placing 0
child far adopllon p'- coli coflllcl
217-BJ9.J260.
....5-88
... 3186F135

~ma~r:.-:'-:..- _~

::::r:;

;;:"''-J::~~r':. ~

a.m.

For Morkeflng and
Managem.-n'
CorporotJon
of
A"""'ea. EnpJo.,.. paid <>d. E.O.E.
4-6-81.....
. ... J098CI211

21st
Love

Va,
Matt

LOST . . ·· .. ::.·.··:·JI
.. ······.::

ACT NOWI PERSONNEL .-dedI
c;'xty•.,.at-old multlmlll'on dollar
.:o<ponrIlon expanding In Cor·
Immediate openings

obll/,,... W. f"Ovtde complete
""'n'ng. Ftw ....... Infonna.1on and

Happy

BlACK
ADOI!ESS lOOK
_ _ Laundroma.
"" _

01 25th
A"

=:,r.::r~' /I.-dl 312-336....-88

.... ,

3124GlJO

SIU folder ......
Important _
.... nII 01
""""ng tal no. 2J ( _ law
Building) around 1:20 p.m. AprIl I.

LOST MAI/OON

Iolnlng

P ' _ call S,tsuda 529-2941 .
4-7-88 ............... JOIItGI29

ToMy.

10

..

SPACIOUS TWO lIORM. W·D hookup.
gor09_, $350 mo_ inc. wof.r. Avail
now. Phone ~"9·57'"
.·11-88 .
. . 31288f1~1

4·11-88.

We need college groduates
with strong interpersonal
skills who wish to establish
careers with advancement
opportunities in the field of
Public Health.

HAPPILY MARRIED COUPLE with one
child at ...... unatle 10 have 0 _
child,.." WOCIId I/b 10 adopt _rtlly
white Infanl. Mo/Orlly at ••"......

YOUR OWN PAIlT·I/tne business 1015 Ioou... "... _ k elforl. 550

mat.,.""" h80rth a)unsellng. ond
015.";"9 health ondwellrtftl fiNds

3096&.131

[
2

~

"ngs.

2113 &'_n 9:00-5:00
Bob and Nancy.

EXPEI/IENCED

307lS.,3O

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES FOIIla'go J
gos.

TANDOM CYCLIST
oble 10 Q\lWr. 25 mll.s per rkle. Pays
min. wogeo. CoIl4S7·219O.
4-'.08
3038C127

GOW, SILVER. SIlOKEN J_lry.
coins. sterling. baseball cards. cion
elc. J and J Coins. 821 S.
illinois .•57-6831.
5·11-88 .
.. ......... 2112FI53

0128CI'"

i

'Page 16. Daily Egyptian. Aptil5, '1988

Competitive salary and fringe
benefits.
For additional information please
call: 1-800-537-2522
Attn: Recruitment and
Placement Branch
or write to:
Personnel Management Office
Atlanta, Georgia 30333

GOlLIHER HOME lMPIIOVEMENTS·

Mecioon'col. .ledrlcol. carpentry.
palnllng and _'ng. mobile " -

. . . . . . . . 2519JI3I

and resldenllal· No Job 10 Small.
Ft. . Es'Jmo''', ovwr 2O)'fI. ex. 529·
212•.
~·7·as
2164£/29

..

. .....

SILKSCREEN FOIl YOUR group.....m

« orgonlza,'ons (shirts. Jade....
"" ... elc.) Discounts. Gusto's 102 W.
College 5.f9-4OJ I.
4·26-88 .
. ..... 2305EI.2

Happy 21st
Birthday
Michele 5arsany

from your '
formerBo55
o carol

HAULING • ANYTHING. GARAGES

and "",ds cleaned '00. Also trees
'rimmed or removed. 529·3657.
5·11-88 .
3091EI53

PREGNANT

call alRTHRIGHT

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Fr_ Pregnancy Testing
Conhdential Anlstan,.

You Finally

'~~}!9"

"·215'W.'M~~~

'1

~___
ltl~"<.J'

Thanks for
Everything.

You all
made my
night!
Your
Gigolo

Letter to Noriega a 'moral appeal' - Jackson
MILWAUKEE (UPI) Delll:ocratic presidential
candidate Jesse Jackson said
Monday his letter to
Panamanian
strongman
Manuel A'ltonio Noriega did
not mean De wants to mediate
in the crisis but was merely a
"moral appeal" to the military
leader.
In Milwaukee, where he was
campaigning for Tuesday's
Wisconsin primary, the civil
rights leader minimized the
effects of his letter to Noriega,
which was hand-delivered last
week by a Jackson campaign
official.
Jackson said the letter was a
request that Noriega leave.
"We simply have mSlde a
very strong, public and moral
appeal to Noriega to leave in
order that the suffering of the
people might be relieved," he

Panama
blockade
considered

,

WASHINGTON (uPIl
The Reagan administration is
considering a near-total
economic blockdde against
Panama to escalate pressure
for the ouster of military
leader Manuel Antonio
Noriega, American officials
said Monday.
The measures, under the
International
Economic
Powers Act, would involve
some of the same punitive
measures already used
against Iran, Libya and
Nicaragua.
One official said, "That's the
economic shoe that hasn't
dropped yet. "
President Reagan and other
top officials have said the
United States wants Noriegaunder indictment in the United
States on drug charges - to
leave Panama, where be bas
near-dictatorial powers as
head of the military.
But Noriega has rejected
U.S. overtures, which have
included promises the United
States would not pursue his
prosecution if he took refugee
ina third country.
The administration has tried
some economic measures
againt Noriega, and is
dispatching 1,300 more
American troops to Panama to
reinforce security for the more
LlJan 10,000 U_S. citizens and
military persmmel already
there_
The Panamanian military
pushed the administration
closer toward declaring the
economic boycott, according
to officials in Washington,
when a vehicle of the Panama
Defense Forces tried to halt a
convoy in which the U.S.
ambassador, Arthur Davis,
was riding Scnday.
"It is the kind of thing that
directly affects us for practical
and symbolic reasons," one
official said. "We take it very,
very seriously."
"The American security
guards are not trained to fool
around," the official said.

Puzzle answers

fit
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~f

T

I Al
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P
,
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said.
"We did get a letter back,"
he added. "We've forwarded
that letter now to the State
Department and to appropriate members of
Congress. He raises two points
it seems - one, r~cting to the
idea of military intervention,
and secondly, suggesting there
are two sides to the story."
Asked whether he would
consider mediating in the
situation, Jackson said,
"Certainly, if I were not involved in this campaign, I
would consider such an action.
I would not do t.hat now. I
simply appeal to members of
the Congress to get more information."
A White House official said
today of the Jackson effort,
"We have chan~els for communiC<)tion with Noriega. We

have lots of bipartisan support
for what we're doing. We think " , .
..
..
we're doing the right thing. We
It a relIef, a hope, a lIght In the path.
'In't need another channel."
-Maj. Edgardo Lopez
White House spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater told
reporters, "We haven't heard
from Jesse so we're not sure Noriega's spokesman, Maj. said the general appreciated
what kind of a proposal he has Edgardo Lopez, as saying that Jackson's offer.
"It's a relief, a hope, a light
made. We have a bipartisan Jackson's letter "offered his
coordinated plan for dealing personal services as a in the path," Lopez told NPR.
mediator to help find a solution He said Noriega had a good
with Noriega."
opinion of Jackson and knows
State
Department to the Panamanian crisis ...
spokeswoman Phyllis Oakley
The Jackson letter was hand he speaks in "good faith" and
said, "In' our view
delivered to Noriega by his invitation to mediate was a
proliferation of channels is Ii Panamanian-born Cirilo clear counterpoint to the
tactic that Noriega likes to use McSween, a member of "maneuvers" of the State
to buy time. We have available Jackson's national finance Department.
"This is what he's good at."
channels of communication committee who lives in
a campaign spokesman told
with Noriega if and when Chicago.
NPR.
"It's just like Syria."
they're needed. We think it
NPR said the Noriega
would be best to use these replied to Jackson's letter two
In 1984, Jackson traveled to
channels exclusively."
Syria
and negotiated the
days later. NPR said Lopez
National Public Radio, in a would not reveal the contents freedom of captured Navy flier
l'eport Sunday, quoted oi Noriega's response but he Robert Goodman.

s

4. Students who must miss a final examination may not take
an examination before the time scheduled for the class
examination. Information relative to the proper grade to be
given students who miss a iinal examination and are not
involved in a situation covered in the preceding paragraph
will be found in the mimeographed memorandum forwarded
to members of the instructIOnal staff at the time they receive
thf.> final grade listing for the recording of grades.

The examination schedulE attempts to avoid
examination conflicts by provcding separate examination
periods for Tuesday-Thursday lecture classes. Other information about final examinations is listed below·
L The class final exam period is scheduled based on the
meeting time and days configuration listed on the first line of
the class entry in the Schedule of Classes book (which should
be the sr me as the first printed line for the sectiOl"J on the
registert: student's schedule print-outl. For r~mplt: a
class section is listed in the Schedule book on two lines in the
manner:

Th

T

08:00
09:00 -10:SO

W

2. One credit hour courses ordinarily will have their examination during
the last regularly scheduled class period prior to the formal final
examination week.
3. Other classes (not those for 1 credit>

The listed starting time for the first line r1 the entry is
"8:00". The meeting days of that first line are ''T TH" ,and
therefore are in the category "Only T or TH or T TH". The
Exam Date and Period is by the attached Spring '88 Final
Examination Schedule to be Thursday, May 12 at 10: lDa.m.12:10p.m.

First Line of Schedule Listing Shows:
....... n_
lcheIIIu....
Merta WIth:

Classes should plan to bold their final examination in
their regularly scheduled class rooms. The space scheduling
section of the Office of Admissions and Records will forward
to departments information relative to the location for
examinations for those classes that cannot hold
examinations in their regularly scheduled rooms because of
a space conflict. This will be done sufficiently in advance of
the final examination days tr.. provide sufficient notice {or all.
2.

3. Students who find

they have more

than

three

1i::'~~:S~JJ':r::~dsb:t.r~:::

their academic dean for approval to take an examination
during the make-up examination period 00 the last day.
Provision for such a make-up examination period does oot
meao that students may decide to miss the scheduled
examination time and expect to make it up during this makeup period. This period is to be used only for students whose
petitions have been approved. by their dean.

..........................

1. a..... with. tpKI.I ...... tiMe.
GE-A101
GE-AUO
GE-A115
GE-A118
GE-A,B,C, 221
GE-BI03
GE-B202
GE-B 211- Sec 2,3
GE~101

GE-D 101, 102, U7, 118, 119,
GE-D 106, 107
GE-EI07
GE-E236
Accounting 220
Accounting 230
Accounting 321
Accounting 322
Accounting 331
Accounting 341
Accounting 351
Accounting 361
Chemistry 222A
Chemistry 222B
Chemistry 222C

Engineering 260A
Finance 300
Finance 310-Sec 1,2
Finance 320
Finance 330
Finance 370 - Sec 2,4
Finance 380
Management 202
Management 208
Management 304
Managemenl481
Marketing 304
Marketing 305
Marketing 329
Marketing 350
Marketing 363 - Sec. 4, 6, ,
Marketing 401- Sec. 3, 4
Marketing 439
Mathematics 108,109,111.114,
116. 117. 139,
ISO. 250, 314
School of Techn!cal Careers 120

Mon., May 09 7:50-9:5Oa.m.
Mon.,May09 3:1~5:1Op.m.
Mon., May 09 3: 10-5: IOp.m.
Mon.,May09 3:10-5:1Op.m.

.....1. . hr-

08:00

Only T or TH or t TR

Thu., May 12l0:108.ID.-12:10p.ID

08:00

M. W, F, or combination

Thu .• May 12 7:50-9:50a.m.

09:00

Only T or TH or T TH

Thu., May 12 3: 1ll-5: lOP .M.

09:35

Only T or TH or T TH

Wed .• May 11 3: 1ll-5: IOp.ffi.

119:00

11'1.. W • F or combination

Wed .• May\l7:;'()'\):50a.m.

10:00

Only T orTH arT TH

Wed., May 113: 1~5: IOp.m.

10:00

M, W;Farcombinatioo

TIle., May 10 12:50-2:50p_m.

11:00

Only T or TH or T TH

Thu., May 12 8:00-10:ooP.M.

11:00

M, W,Forcombinatioo

Wed., May 1112:50-2:SOp.m.

,

I

Only Tor TH or T TH

Fri., May 131O:10a.m .•12:10p .m./

OnlyTorTHorTTH

Fri .• May 13 10: lDa.m.-12: 10p.ID

12:00

M, W,Forcombination

Thu., May 12 12:50-2:SOp.m.
Mon:, May 09 7:50-9:5Oa.m.

13:00 Upml M, W,Forcombinatioo

Fri., May 13 12:50-2:5Op.m.

14:oo(2pm) OnlyTorTHorTTH

Tue., May 10 5:56-7:5Op.m.
Tue., May 10 7:50-9:5Oa.m

~::::~~: 1:==:::;~2~'op.m.lS:00(3pm)

OnlyTorTHorTTH

Mon., May098:00-10:ooP.M.

=~~ l:~:i:,~~~~~·m. 15:35 (3:35)

Only T or TH or TTH

Moo., May 09 8:00-10:00P .M.

~':::1~1~:;':.5~:.~~.m'15:00(3pm) M, W,Forcombination

Fri., May 13 7:50-9:5Oa.m.

~':;~09 ~~~~~~.

Moo., May098:00-10:00P.M.

Wed, May 11
Tbu.,May12
Mon.,May09
Mon., May 09
Wed., May 11
Wed., May 11
Wed"MaYU
Wed., May 11
Wed., May 11

I

12:00

:::: ::~~ 1~:~7~~iJ~·m. 14:00 (2pm) M, W, F or combination

:::

,
,
I

12:35

13:00 (lpm) OnlyTorTHorTTH

::.:::~~ ~~~~~.

\
\
\
\

16:00 (4pm) OnlyTorTHorTTH

10:1oa.m.-12:10p.m 16:00 (4pm) M, W, Forcombination
8:00-10:ooP.M.
3:10-5:1Op.m.
8:00-10:00P .M. Night classes which meet only on Mon.
5: 56-7: 5Op.m.
5: 56-7:5Op.m.
Night classes which meet only 00 Tue.
5: 56-7:5Op.m.
5: 56-7: 5Op.m.
Nighf classes which meet only on Wed.
3:10-5:1Op.m.

r:!:,~~ 1~:l~~:~~·~ight classes which meet only on Tbu.

Moo., May0912:50-2:SOp.m.
Moo., May095:56-7:5Op.m.
Tue., May 10 8:00-10:00P.M.
Wed., May 118:00-10:00P.M.
Thu., May 12 5:50-7:5Op.m.

Wed..,May1110:1oa.m.-12:1Op.m.

~:::=~~ !~~~::::

Thu., May 12 7:50-9:5Oa.m.

~~:: ::~ ~~ n:~~~p~.
Tue., May 10

8:00-10:00P.M.

r:t:.:'::::: ;~~~=:::

Night classes starting before 7:00p.m.
aod meeting on Monday and Wednesday nights Moo., May 09 S:50-7:5Op.m.
Night classes starting before 7 :OOp.m.
and meeting 00 Tuesday and Thursday nights Thu., May 12 5: 5O-7:5Op.m.

Nigbtclasses starting 7:00p.m. or after
Mon., May 09 5:56-7:SOp.m.
and meeting Monday and Wednesday nights
Wed., May 11 10: 108.m.-12: 10p.m..
.
Mon. May09 8'00-10'OOPM Nlghtclassesstarting7:00p.m.orafter
Mon.:May09 3;1~5:iOp.m.· andmeetingTuesdayaodThursdaynights
Tue., May 10 8:00-10:ooP.M. Saturday classes
Mon., May 09 5:50-7:SOp.m.

Wed., May 11 C:OO-10:00P.M.
Tue .• May 10 8:00-1O:00P.M.
Fri .• May 13 12:50-2:50p.m.

Mon., May 09 10: loa.m.-12: lOp·~~k('-UP examinations for students
Tue., May 10 3: 1~5: 10p.m.
whose petitions have been approved
\
1-~~I~2:.~~~:ee~~2~·:.,M~':2_:'~:~~~-2L~i~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ !~.~~~ ~2.().~:~~ffi...:. _ _

l.-w'
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Jackson, Dukakis search
~~
at ,Sha OPEN HOUSE
rcre
i: Gr!~E!!!IS
for votes, clash on Noriega f i
I

Sat. April 9 9am·2pm .

Exclusively for Wome."

MILWAUKEE (UPII Democratic ~ront·runnt"rs
Michael Dukakls and Jesse
Jackson cla!>hed Monday over
dealing with Panamanian
strongman Manuel Noriega as
the contenders scurried
through Wisconsin in a last·
day search for votes before the
st~te's critical primary.
Ti~.e two leading hopefuls, as
well as trailing candidates
Sens. Albert Gore of Tennessee
and Paul Simon of Illinois,
freneticallv took their cam·
paigns to· most parts of the
state, which is expecting a
heavy voter turnout Tuesday
in what has developed into an
unexpectedly
crucial
showdown.
Dukakis, looking to blunt
Jackson's momentum, was
buoyed in the final days by
polls showing him opening up a
solid lead over the civil rights
i~der.

Tuesday answering questions
~bout a.letter he sent Noriega
In
which he asked the
Pana.m~nian military leader
to step aown. A spokesman for
the embattled Noriega told
National Public Radio that
Jackson had "offered his
personal services as a
mediator to help find a solution
to the Panamanian crisis."

Ollkakis, taking a jab
at a potential Jackson
soft spot, argued
Monday that a private
citizen should not
inject himself in the
C
I A'
entra mencan
situation, especially
conSidering the
an~ut:~3t~~~~~:o :e:clsar~~ delicate state of affairs
almost aU his stops, lOped to in Panama.

translate that pubhc response
into votes and deal Dukdkis a
stunning blow in a state where
blacks make up only 4 percent
of the population.
Jackson spent much of

Jackson, in Milwaukee, said
the letter to Noriega was only a
request that he step down and,
"We simply have made a very

Jackson says King's
ideas need completion
MILWAUKEE (UPI) - The
challenge on the 20th anniversary of the assassination
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
in Memphis is to complete the
unfinished business of the civil
rights leader, Jesse Jackson
said Monday.
The Democratic presidential
contender said Kinf. {ought to
end political and racial
violence, and workers now
have civil rights, the rigJlt to
vote, but do not enjoy the right
to earn a decent wage.
"The challenge today is to
complete the unfinished
business and to end the
economic violence against the
family farmer and the
American worker," Jackson
said at a South Side rally.
"Twenty years later, the
glory of this day is that we the
people are coming together in
amazing ways, fulfilling the
dream across lines of race and
sex and religion, finding
common ground, that which
brings us together as our
common quest to end economic
violence" against workers on
strike, those who face layoffs

"The challenge today
is to complete the
unfinished business
and to end the
economic violence
against the family
farmer and the
American WOrKer."

~~~}~~~~Y'~~',~~I'~~

Of,~~r~i~;liltn:llits, I think it
is very important that while
we can ex~ress ourselves as to
what we ~lllnk oughtto happen,
the negotiations ought to be
handled by the acl.ministration
and the State Department,"
Dukakis said.
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and those whose wages cannot
sustain their families, Jackson
said.
Jackson called for raising
the minimum wage, endorsed

~=:ab~~d w~~edparor fO!

National Labor Relations
Board "that's for mediation
~rd~?t a strike-breaking
"We're going to work hard to
change our nation's priorities
and invest in people and
reinvest in AmP.ri.ca," Jackson
said.

one of the most powerful
orators of our time. I admire
his skills; I think most
Democrats do, Experience is
also important in a president,
and that's the point I was
addressing. I used the most
extreme example I could have
to make that point, and I
should not have."
Simon campaign spokesman
David Carle said the statement
had been transmitted to the
Jackson campaign. He said
Gerald Austin. Jackson's
campaign manager, told
Simon representatives the
apology had been accepted.
Jackson, a Chicago civil
rights leader and Baptist
minister, is an electryiling
speaker who has never held
public office. Simon served in
the House for four terms and is
a freshman senator not known
for his oratory.
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THE TALKING HANDS THEATRE TROUPE
Subsidtary of Center on Dealness. Des _ 5 . L
Tickels _e a v _ at the Sludoont e.nle< Central Ticket Office and the door.
A _ 52.00 Adults, S 1.25 Students
Sponsored by the Student e.nle<

-Jesse Jackson

Simon's wife apologizes
for comment to Jackson
WASHINGTON (UP!) Jeanne Simon, wife of
presidential candidate Sen.
Paul Simon, D-IlJ., apologized
to Jesse Jackson Monday for a
comment she made that
seemed to compare Jackson's
oratorial skills to those of
Adolf Hitler.
"I apologize to Jesse if there
was any misunderstanding,"
Mrs. Simon said in a statement
released by her husband's
campaign.
The Wisconsin State Journal
of Madison, Wis., had quoted
Mrs. Simon as saying voters
should not be swayed by
electrifying oratory. "Adolf
Hitler made some pretty good
speeches, too," she said, adding, "U you !ike screaming
ana shouting and carrying on,
that's fine."
In her statement Monday,
Mrs. Simon said:
"Reverend Jesse Jackson is

strong, public and moral
appeal to Noriega l<! leave in
order that the suffermg of the
people might be relieved."
Asked whether he would
consider mediating in the
situation. Jackson noted:
"Certainly, if I were not in·
volved in this campaign, I
would consider such an action.
I would not do that now. I
simply appeal to members of
Congress to get more in·
formation."
"We did get a letter back,"
he added. "We've forwarded
that letter now to the State
Department and to appropriate members of
Congress."
Dukakis, taking a jab at a
potential Jackson soft spot,
argued Monday that a private
citizen should not inject
hims~lf i.n the Central
American SituatIOn, especially
considering the delicate state

You should know
about ..ewe,p.t. stick

test. It's die fa5t and easy

way 10 find out if you're
pregnant. Or not. And
you 6nd out in private.

Iftbe sticktums pink,
you're pregnant. If itstays
white, you're not. It's that
simpk.
Ifyouhavtany
qutStioll5 about ".p.t., caD
us IOU free 1·800-562-0266.
In New Jmey, caU collect
(201) 540-2458.
e.p.t. The first and
most ttUSted name in
. ,prognancy tesbng.
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Men's tennis rolls to 3 wins
No.2 Demeterco
wins ninth match
in three weeks
By JeH Grieser
StaHWriter

The men's tennis team, led
by Jose Demeterco and
Mickey Maule, stretched its
winning streak to four matches
with victories over Southwest
Missouri State, Middle Tennessee, and Murray State in
weekend action at Murray, Ky.
SIU-C, 11-12, has been hot
since coach Dick LeFevre
inserted Demeterco into the
No.2 singles position.
"Demeterco has had an
effect on how we've been
playing," LeFevre said. "Not
only is he able to win consistently at No.2 but he pushes
everyone down a notch where
it's a little easier for them to
win."
Demeterco is 9-1 since
joining the team for its spring
trip three weeks ago. He is not
the only Saluki playing well,
however. Mickey Maule won
all three of his singles matches
to improve to 20-3 for the
spring season.

The Salukis capped off the
perfect weekend with a 5-1
triumph over host Murray
State on Sunday. The Racers
have won the Ohio Valley
Conference each of the last ten
years.
The Salukis beat Southwest
Missouri, 5-3, on Saturday.
Demeterco, Maule, Fabiano
Ramos and Juan Martinez won
their singles matches. No. 1
Jairo Aldana lost to Hakan
Svensson, tHl, 6-1. Svensson
beat the NO.2 rated player in
the country, Pepperdine's
Andrew Sznajder, earlier this
season, LeFevre said. George
Hime lost his No.6 match in
three sets.
The Salukis won two out Ci
three doubles matches against
the Bears. No. 1 Maule and
Ramos and No. 2 Demeterco
and Aldana were the winners,
and NO.3 Martinez and Hime
lostin three sets.
The highlight of the match
came in the No.1 doubles
match, LeFevre said. Maule
and Ramos were down, 6-4, 4'{),
then bounced back to take the
second set, Hi. They were
trailing in the third set, 5-3,
and Southwest serving at 3-1.
Again the Salukis managed to

wriggle out uf it. They took the
third set by the same Hi score.
"The win over them
(Southwest) was particularly
satisfying," LeFevre said.
"The last three years they've
gone in thinking that this will
be the year, but so far it hasn't
turned out that way."
The Salukis cruised by
Middle Tennessee in a match
delayed by rain on Saturday.
Once again SIU-C dominated
the singles play. No. 5 Juan
Martinez was forced to retire
from his match due to a bad
knee. Demeterco, Maule, and
Ramos won in straight sets at
in the middle of the lineup, as
did George Hime in the No. 6
spot.
The Salukis again ;'on the
top two doubles' spots, but
Hune and Martinez dropped a
close three set match a t No.3
The Salukis took the first
five singles matches on Sunday, with three of them going
to three sets. Maule, Ramos,
and Hime managed to outlast
their opponents at the Nos. 3
through 5 spots. Dp.an Russell
was inserted in the No. 6 slot
and lost in straight sets. No
doubles were played on Sunday.

Women's track sets nine records
By Stephanie Wood
StaHWriter

The women's track team set
nine meet records at the ninth
annual Ole Miss Invitational
last weekend.
"Our kids really came
through," Coach Don DeNoon
said. "They were able to exceed the results of the past."
Every first-place finish,
except Beverly Klett's S feet, 3
inch jump in the high jump,
was a mt~t record.
, Fe1ecta Veal Jed the Salukis

with wins mthe 100-meter and
400-meter hurdles. She also
was a memt.er on the winning
4 x 400 relay team.
Veal ran the 100 hurdles in
14.44 seconds and the 400

hurdles in 1:03.24.
In the 200-meter, Dora
"She had a real solid day," Kyriacou finished first in 25.04
DeNoon said. "She was followed by Jackson in third
probably the athlete that with 25.73. Kyriacou placed
really stood out."
second in the 400-meter in
In the triple jump, 55.84.
Christiana Philippou placed
Lisa Judiscak won the 3,000first at 37-S'h followed by meter with a time of 10:12.24.
Carmen Robbins in second, 36- Jane Schumacher finished
S'h, and Brenda Beatty in third in 10:48.24. Judiscak
third,36-3'h.
finished second in the 1,500Philippou and Robbins meter in,,: 37 .M.
placed second and third in the
The " X 400 relay team of
Veal, Vincent, Kyriacou and
!ongjumpatlHandl8-5..
~ Beatty. won. the l00-meteJ! . Michelle Sciano won in a time
dash in a time of 12.14. DeoI:i of3:53.54.
Jackson rmished in 12.24 for
can't see
doing any
second place.
better at this particular
Rosanne Vincent ran a stage," DeNoon said. "We're
2:14.14 in the 800-meter run to getting closer and closer to the
outdoor championships."
place first.
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The men's track team is still
not running well, Coach Bill
Cornell said.
"Our team is still blah," he
said. "We haven't got back
into it, but we have to get
going."
Modiba Crawtord had the
team's best performance at
the Hot Springs Invitational in
Arkansas Saturday.
He went a personal best 49
feet, 2 inches t.o place second in

the triple jump. "He was just
really excited," Cornell said.
In the other field events, Ron
Harrer placed third in the

~~usB:x!tttat71i! ~=~~

156-3.
Harrer and Bomball rmished
fourth and sixth in the shot put
with 52-2 and 51-2.
Demetris Theocharous was
third in the high jump with a
jump of 6-8. Brian Bradley was
fourth in the long jump with 2311.
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In the pole vault, Shane
Weber placed fourth at 16-0
and Mike Michels was seventh
atllHl.
The 400-meter and 1,600meter relay teams ran their
fastest times of the season.
The 400 relay ran 41.2 seconds
and the 1,600 relay ran 3: 13.3.
Bret Garrett ran the 800meter in 1:50.9 to finish fifth in
the event.
Gerard Horan ran a personal
best 53.4 in the 400-meter
hurdles to finish fifth.

BECKs

HAPPY HOUR

HAPPY HOUR

PUB

I----From Our Menu--__ II'

Serving llam til
Midnight

Men's team off track: Cornell
By Stephanie Wood

1.10

MYERS'S
RUM

- Appetizers

• Soups

- Salads
• Burgers
-Sandwiches

1---- Menu Specials
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Grilled Ham C1leeseburger
Greek
& Cheese
with Fries
Appetizer
with Fries
$2.50
Combination
$3.50
Platter
$4.50

Enjoy a touch of Spring

~

have

Lunch in the Garden
I----Bar Specials---I
Tu....ay

Wednesday

Bloody Mary's Strawberry
$1.35
Daiquiri
$1.75
St. Pauli Girl
L: '1.25
Bud Light
90e

r.
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Jayhawks, Manning pull off upset
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPl) - Danny Manning
31 points in a grand farewell to college
basketball that lifted an enchanting Kansas team
over Oklahoma 83-79 Monday night for the NCAA
championship.
The 6-foot-10 All-America also grabbed If! ~bounds
and sank 4 consecutive free throws in UIe last 14
seconds to help the Jayhawks win this showdown in
the Big Eight, a conference more reputed for its
football powers than basketball teams.
Kansas captured its second title, the flJ'St coming in
1952 when a Big Eight team last won the crown.
Kansas, down by 5 points in the second half, led 7873 before baskets by Ricky Grace and Mookie
Blaylock drew Oklahoma within a point. Scooter
Barry hit a free throw and Manning answered with 2
more after being fouled on the reDOUnd with 14
seconds left.
Oklahoma, who averaged 104 points a game this
year, refused to go easily. Grace scored on a drive
with seven seconds left, and after two times-out;
Manning returned to the line with five seconds
remaining to hit the pair and secure the title.
~cored

Kansas proved it was more than capable of
withstanding the out8ide shooting of Dave Seigel',
who had 22 points, and the Sooners' pressure game.
"I can't even express myself," Kansas Coach
Larry Brown said. "I don't even know how to say
-Larry Brown national championship."
Manning carried Kansas through its dark days this
season when injuries, suspensiOns and academic
"This is great to be able to finish my college career problems struck the Jayhawks. Kansas had sunk to a
with a national championship before the home fans in point where even an invitation to the NCAA TourKansas," Manning, named the game's outstanding nament seemed unlikely. But the Jayhawks reeled
player, said as Jaynawks admirers swarmed the off 14 victori~ in 17 games before battering a last
court.
roadblock by Oklahoma.
Kansas, 27-11, has lost more games in a chamThe Sooners, 35-4, were bidding for their first
pionship season than any titlist in the 50 years of the national title. They played with ruthless efficiency all
tournament. But the distinction was of little concern season, so much so that spring practice on the
to the Jayhawks, who join North Carolina State football-mad campus was briefly overshadowed by
(983) and Villanova (1985) as wildly improbable
the basketball team.
winners of late that crested at the right moment.
Manning was backed by Milt Newton with 15 points
The triumph provided a perfect vindication for and Kevin Pritchard with 13. Clint Normore, with 7
Kansas. The Jayhawks lost their previous two games
points, was tough off the bench.
Sieger was extraordinary, hitting 7 of 13 3-point
this year to Oklahoma - both by 8 points. Monday
night, before a Kemper Arena crowd of 16,392, shots.

"I don't even know how to say
national championship. "

Sox win
opener

Softball team faces
tough Eastern squad
By Troy Taylor
StaHWriter

Things could not be much
tougher for the softball
team when it starts the
Gateway Conference season
against Eastern Illinois at 3
p.m. today in Charleston.
Eastern Illinois is the

deft~~~:~~a~m8;e
top pitcher in the league,
senior Za.m Mogill, who bad
an 0.39 earned run average
through the first six games
of the season.
And the Panthers hold a
13-9 series record over the
Salukis.
In many ways, Eastern
Illinois is in the position the
youthful SIU-C club would
like to be in someday soon.
"Once we get all three
pitchers strong, we'll be a
team to contend with,"
Coach Kay Brechtelsbauer
said. "That will come. It's
hot here yet, but it's only a
matter of time."
The Salukis start senior
Lisa Pett:rscn (8-5) and
freshman Traci Furlow (41).
Freshman Lisa
Robinson is in the bullpen.
So far the staff has
demonstrated the skill to
get the job done. Consistency is Brechtelsbauer's
main concern.
"They're all good pitchers," Brechtelsbauer
said. "It's just that when we
play at this level, giving up
just a couple of runs makes
it tough to win."
If SIU-C wants incentive,
it needs only to look at last

year's results. Eastern
Illinois fell to the Salukis
twice in three meetings,
including a 3-2 decision in 10
innings in the conference
tournament.
But ask Eastern Illinois
coach Janet Marquis, and
she'll say that what's gone
on before is just water
under the bridge.
"There's no revenge
factor," Marquis said.
SIU-C coach Kay
Brechtelsbauer agrees.
"Opening the conference
against anybody is all the
incentive either team will
need," she said.
Eastern Illinois is 11-8,
coming off two losses to
Nebraska last weekend.
"We actually feel pretty
good right now," Marquis
said. "We played NebrasIu.
tough, losing only 4-3 and 2-1
to their good pitchers. It has
prepared us better than
ever."
Eastt'rn Illinois also
pitches Sara Karcher, who
plays second base whenn
Magill is on the mound.
"Sara's improved every
year. She's done a good job
with her off-speed stuff,"
Marquis said.
Mogill, who was 19-13 last
year, is deadly once she gets
in a groove. "It's all mental.
She's a senior who is putting
it aU together," Marquis
said.
Freshman first baseman
Carrie Voisin is Eastern
Illinois' top hitter. She's
batting .346 in the No.3 :spot.

CHICAGO (UPI) - Kenn\'
Williams hit a tw<rrun homel'
in the fifth and doubled to
trigger a five-run raUy in the'
seventh Monday, sparking the
Chicago White Sox to an 8-5
season-opening vldory over
the California Angels that
spoiled Cookie Rojas
managerial debut.
Williams, whose error at
third base in the sixth allowed
the Angels to tie the score,
doubled in the tyiTlg run in the
seventh ot\' loser M\k.e Vhtt,
who had reti.red the first 14

batters he faced.
Rick Horton, acquired in the
offseason from St. Louis, is
making the transition from the
bullpen to the starting
rotation. He surrendered nine
hits, struck out one and walked
one. But Horton failed to pitch
his first complf'te game since
1986 because he permitted a
walk and a double in the ninth,
bringing on reliever Bobby
Thigpen, who got three outs
and the sa ve.

Cardinals
lose in 12
Pitcher Tracl Furlow, freshman from Florissant, Mo., will take
her 4-1 record into the conference opener against Eastern this
afternoon, where she will face Zam Magill, the league's top
pitcher.

Bend leads Salukis straight to win
By Dave Miller
Staff Writer

w:::,':.i!~~her Chris Bend
Normally a starter, Bend
allowed one run in seven and
tw<rthirds innings of relief to
give the visiting Salukis a
come-from-behind 8-5 win
againstSt. Louis in 10 innings.
"Chris Bend is the one that
kept us in the game," Coach
Itchv Jones said. "It's the best
performance he's had since
he's been here."
Bend (2-0) kept the Salukis
close after St. Louis jmnped to
Page 20, Daily Egyptian, AprilS, 1!188

second. Gaebe then delivered
an RBI single to tie the game.
The Salukis exploded for
three in the tenth. With the
bases loa tied, Damico walked

"Chris Bend is the one that kept us in the
game."
-Itchy Jones

a 4-<l lead off starter Dale

McYlli~a~~~=~~~t

the
Salukis within two when he
doubled home Rick Gaebe and
Joe Hall in the fourth.
Chuck Verschoore extended
his hitting streak to 24 games
with a line-drive single up the
middle to load the bases in the

seventh

inning.

SL

Louis

~o:r.!'tfer ifull~ed~~~ ~~

~itc~j~ ~1~:~~hattl~~: u:r~

runInsthingllae. t" ,
gs, Bend
e s ave lJlIl.IIli~
!:=?~Onebattera vethe

Damico to score. Gaebe
knocked in the second run of
the inning with a sacrifice fly.
The Salukis tied the game
with one run in the ninth. John
Hostetler led off with a walk
and Verschoore bunted him to

The Salukis, 14-9, play a
dou bleheader
a ga ins t
Evansvilleatl:30todayatAbe
Martin Field. Rich Campbell
and Rick Shipley are probable
starting pitchers.

CINCINNATI CUPIl - Kal
Daniels singled home Jeff
Treadway from third base
with two out in the 12th inning
Monday, handing the Reds a 54 victory over the 8t. Louis
Cardinals before a re<'ord
Cincinnati rt'gular-season
crowd of 55,4a8.
Treadway opened the 12th
with a walk on four pitches
from loser Bob Forsch, the
sixth Cardinals pitcher. Barry
Larkin sacrificed and Larry
McWilliams
relieved.
TreadW~Y advanced to third
on a wild pitch by McWilliams
and scored on Daniels' line
single to center.
Pat Perry, the fifth Cincinnati pitcher, worked one
inning for the victory.
The Reds had generated a
run in the seventh to tie the
score 4-4. Rookie Chris Sabo
produced his first majorleague hit - a single off
starter Joe Magranc. Sabo
stole second and scored when
first baseman Bob Horner
fielded pinch-hitter Treadway's bunt and threw to an
uncovered first t..ase for an
error.

